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LIE GROUP INVARIANT FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEMES FOR THE

NEUTRON DIFFUSION EQUATION

ABSTRACT

by

Peter James Jaegers

Finite difference techniques are used to solve a variety of differential equations. For the
neutron diffusion equation, the typical local truncation error for standard finite difference
approximation is on the order of the mesh spacing squared. To improve the accuracy of the finite
difference approximatiop of the diffusion equation, the invariance properties of the original
differential equation have been incorporated into the finite difference equations. Using the concept
of an invariant difference operator, the invariant difference approximations of the multi-group
neutron diffusion equation were determined in one-dimensional slab and two-dimensional
Cartesian coordinates, for multiple region problems. These invariant difference equations were
defined to lie upon a cell edged mesh as opposed to the standard difference equations, which lie
upon a cell centered mesh. Results for a variety of source approximations showed that the
invariant difference equations were able to determine the eigenvalue with greater accuracy, for a
given mesh spacing, than the standard difference approximation. The local truncation errors for
these invariant difference schemes were found to be highly dependent upon the source
approximation used, and the type of source distribution played a greater role in determining the
accuracy of the invariant difference scheme than the local truncation error.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Differential equations play an important role in our understanding of nature. Typically though,

the determination of an analytic solution can be extremely difficult. Even if an analytic solution can

be found, the numerical evaluation of the solution can be no easy task. It is, therefore, desirable in

many situations to use numerical methods to solve differential equations. In the ensuing

discussion we will limit ourselves to finite difference techniques for the solution of differential

equations.

Numerical methods have the drawback that they usually find an approximate solution to the

differential equations being simulated. For typical finite difference simulations the error associated

with the simulation is usually a function of the mesh size. This error can be made arbitrarily small

by using smaller and smaller mesh spacing. However, with this increase in accuracy comes the

requirement of a greater investment in computational resources such as computer memory and

time, since more difference equations must be solved. Therefore, it is desirable to determine finite

difference formulations that retain accuracy without a prohibitive amount of computational

investment.

One would expect that difference schemes that preserve the properties of the solution of an

original differential equation would be more accurate. To this end, difference schemes that

incorporate the symmetry properties of the original differential equation have been investigated.

In gas dynamics, Shokin [1] has studied difference schemes for which the first differential

approximation of the difference equations is invariant under the same group of Lie point



transformations as the gas dynamics equations. While Shokin's difference scheme has lead to an

improvement in accuracy, the fact that the differential approximation is invariant does not

guarantee that higher order approximations are invariant; hence, this method can not produce

difference equations whose exact solution coincides with the exact solution to the differential

equations being simulated.

Axford has reported in references 2 and 3 that difference schemes which are invariant under the

same group of Lie point transformations admitted by the differential equations can lead to

difference equations whose exact solution agrees with the exact solution of the simulated

differential equations.

The purpose of the author's research has been to investigate invariant finite difference schemes

which admit the same group of Lie point transformations that are admitted by the differential

equations being simulated. Special emphasis has been placed upon solving the second order

ordinary differential equations and second order elliptic partial differential equations that arise in the

study of reactor physics, namely, the steady state multi-group diffusion equation given by

v.(og(;)v¢,(;))- xR,(;)¢g(;)+s,(;) =o (1.1)

where Dg(r) is the gth energy group diffusion coefficient, Zr,g(r) is the gth energy group removal

cross section, and ¢g(r) is the gth group neutron flux. Sg(r) is the gth group source, which can

include sources from fission, scattering, and external sources as given by

Sg(_) = E Zg,_g#g,(_) + -- VT-,fg,#g,(_)+ Sg ext(_) (1.2)
g'=I _Lg'=l



where Yg,.g is the group g' to g scattering cross section, )_g is the probability that a fission neutron

is born into group g, _ is the eigenvalue, v is the average number of neutrons per fission, Y_fg.is

the g'th group's fission cross section, and Sg ext is the external source of neutrons. Equation (I. 1)

is a particularly useful form, since it easily lends itself to source iteration calculations. Results will

be presented that demonstrate that these types of difference schemes offer distinct advantages in

that one can achieve greater accuracy with fewer mesh points then is possible with conventional

difference schemes. In fact, it will be shown that under certain circumstances, invariant difference

schemes will produce the exact solution of the original differential equation.
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2 FINITE DIFFERENCE TECHNIQUES

A common method by which differential equations are solved is through the use of finite

differences. In the finite difference technique, the differential equation to be solved is simulated by

approximating the derivatives with differences over some small interval. This leads to a set of

algebraic equations for which the unknowns are to be determined on a set of points defined by

some mesh. When formulating finite difference simulations, several things need to be considered:

1) what is the error associated which the simulation; 2) is the finite difference simulation consistent

with the original differential equation; 3) does the simulation have the properties of stability and

convergence? In this section, we will explore the construction and solution of standard types of

difference equations and answer the above questions.

2.1 Construction of a Finite Difference Approximation of the Diffusion Equation

There are several ways to derive finite difference simulations of differential equations. An

overview of these methods can be found in references 4 through 10. Typically, derivatives in the

differential equation are approximated using some sort of truncated Taylor series.

As an example, we consider the dependent variable U, which depends on the independent

variable x. Defining the grid locations Xi+l = xi + h and xi-1 = xi - h, where h is the mesh spacing,

we can expand U(xi+l) and U(xi-1) in a Taylor series about xi to yield

U(Xi+l) = U(xi) + h U'(xi) + h2 U"(xi) +... (2.1)2

and

h 2
U(xi.1) = U(xi) - h U'(xi) + "-_-U"(xi) +"" • (2.2)

5



Subtracting equations (2.1) and (2.2) and truncating the terms of order h2 and greater yields

U(xi.1) - U(Xi.l) - 2h U'(xi) . (2.3)

Solving for U'(xi), we obtain the two-point central difference approximation for a first order

derivative as

U'(xi) = U(Xi+l) - U(xi.1)2h ' (2.4)

Next adding equations (2.1) and (2.2) and truncating terms of the order h 3 and greater leads to the

three point central difference approximation for a second order derivative given by

U"(xi) = U(Xi+l) - U(xi) + U(Xi'l) . (2.5)
hz

In a similar manner, partial derivatives can also be approximated. Consider the case of a

dependent variable U, and the independent variables x and y. We can expand the terms U(xi+l,Yj)

and U(xi-l,Yj), while holding y constant, in a Taylor series as

c)U(xi,Yj) h 2 t)2U(xi,Yj)
= -- +... (2.6)

U(Xi+l,Yj) U(xi,Yj) + h c)x + 2 _)x2

and

t)U(xi,Yj) h2 t)2U(xi'YJ) +... (2.7)
U(Xi-l,Yj) = U(xi,Yj) - h c)x +-2- _)X2

As before, upon adding we arrive at the three-point central difference approximation for the second

partial derivative of U with respect to x given by

t)2U(xi,Yj) = U(Xi+l,Yj) - 2U(xi,Yj) + U(Xi-l,Yj) . (2.8)
t)x 2 h 2



Other types of difference approximations can be derived in a similar manner.

We will consider two specific examples of finite difference approximations for the one-energy

group neutron diffusion equation with constant material properties. The first case will be one-

dimensional in slab geometry, and the second will be two-dimensional in Cartesian coordinates.

The one-group one-dimensional neutron diffusion equation with constant material properties in

slab geometry is

Dd2o(x) _R_(X) + S(x) - 0 (2.9)
dx2

where 0 _ x < a and the boundary conditions are specified at the right and left hand surfaces as

either Neumann or Dirichlet. The finite difference approximation is found by evaluating equation

(2.6) at the grid point x = xi and substituting (2.5) into (2.9) to yield

D t_(Xi+l) " 2t_(Xi) + _(Xi-1) - Y'Rt_(Xi) + S(xi) -0. (2.10)
h2

Defining t_i = ¢_(xi) and Si = S(xi), equation (2.10) can be rewritten as

D t_i+l - 2#i + _i-1 _ ERt_ i + Si = 0 . (2.11)
h 2

Thus we arrive at a set of algebraic equations from which the unknowns t_i can be found.

In two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, the one-group diffusion equation with constant

material properties is

D _2_(x'Y) + D/)2_(x'Y) ER_(x,y) + S(x,y) = 0 , (2.12)
OX2 _)y2

7



where 0 < x < a and 0 < y < b and the boundary conditions are either Neumann or Dirichlet at the

outer surfaces. As before, the finite difference approximation is found by evaluating this equation

at the grid point (xi,Yj). Difference approximations for the partial derivatives as given by (2.8) and

another similar approximation for the partial derivative with respect to y are then substituted into

equation (2.12); thus arriving at

D _i+l,j - 2_i,j + (_i-l,j + D _i,j+l - 2_i,j + _i,j-I _ _R_i,j + Si,j = 0 , (2.13)
Ax 2 Ay2

where Z_x2 and Ay2 are the x and y direction mesh spacings respectively.

2.2 Local Truncation Error

Since few finite difference sirnulations of differential equati_v.s produce the exact solution of

the differential equation, it is important to know the error associated with the simulation.

Considering that most difference schemes are based on a truncated Taylor series, the error

associated with the difference scheme at a grid point is called the local truncation error.

The local truncation error, Ei, can be determined by replacing the unknowns in the difference

equation by the exact solution of the differential equation. That is, if the solution, u = {Ul,

...,UN}, of the difference equation, Ai(u) = 0, is replaced by the solution of the differential

equation, U, then the local truncation error is given by Ei= Ai(U).

To illustrate this process, we will first consider the one-dimensional diffusion equation as

given by (2.9). Let _(x) be the exact solution of this differential equation. A finite difference

approximation of (2.9) was found to be (2.11). Substituting the exact solution _(x) into (2.11)

yields

8



si = D _(xi+l)- 20(xi) + _(xi-l) _ ZR_(Xi) + S(xi). (2.14)
h 2

Next, expanding the exact solution in a Taylor series about the point x = xi yields

__ h2 d2_(xi)tzI_(Xi+l)- _(xi) 4- h dclz_(xi)+ +... (2.15)
dx 2 dx 2

and

h2 d2cl_(xi)
¢I_(Xi.l)= _(xi) - h dcI_(xi) + ..... (2.16)

dx 2 dx 2

Substituting (2.15) and (2.16) into (2.14) yields

h2
Ei = [DO"(xi) - ,Y-,RCl_(xi)+ S(xi)] +-i-_- t_(iV)(xi) + O(h4) . (2.17)

However O(xi) is the exact solution of equation (2.9) when (2.9) is evaluated at x = xi, so the

bracketed term in (2.17) is zero, and the local truncation error is given by

h 2
=-i-_- ¢I_(iV)(xi)+ O(h 4) (2.18)

Ei

where _(iv)(xi) is the fourth order derivative of O(x) evaluated at grid point xi.

We will now consider the truncation error for the two-dimensional diffusion equation. As with

the one-dimensional case, we let O(x) be the exact solution of (2.12). We then substitute the exact

solution into the finite difference approximation (2.13) to give

D Oi+l,j - 2¢I)i,j + tl_i-l,j + D ¢I_i'j+l - 2_i,j + ¢I_i,j.1_ ERCI_i,j+ Si,j = 0 . (2.19)
Ax 2 Ay 2

The exact solution is then expanded in a Taylor series to yield



_i,j D _2(_)i'j c_2_i+ D 'J ]_Rt_i,j 4- Si,j 4- Ax2 34t_ij Ay2 _)4t_i'j_ , 4.

3x 2 o3y2 12 c)x 4 12 c3y4 (2.20)
+ O(Ax4,Ay4) .

However, since tl)(x,y) is the exact solution of (2.12) evaluated at the grid point (x,y) = (xi,Yj), the

bracketed term is zero yielding the local truncation error as

,Ei,j AX2c)4t_i,j Ay2 _4t_i,j= + + O(Ax4,Ay 4) (2.20)
12 Ox4 12 o3y4

Thus as expected, for both of these finite difference simulations, the local truncation errors depend

on the square of the mesh spacing and tend to zero as the mesh spacings become small.

2.3 Consistency of a Finite Difference Scheme

Sometimes it may be possible to derive a difference scheme that produces a solution to a

different differential equation than the equation being simulated. Such a difference scheme is said

to be inconsistent. A finite difference equation is said to be consistent with a differential equation if

the solution of the finite difference equation converges to the solution of the differential equation as

the mesh spacing tends to zero. Consistency can be formulated several ways, see reference 5, but

the easiest formulation is to say that the local truncation error must go to zero as the mesh spacing

goes to zero. In our two example difference schemes, (2.10) and (2.13), it was found that the

local truncation errors, as given by (2.18) and (2.20), clearly tended to zero as the mesh spacings

tended to zero. Therefore, the difference schemes, (2.10) and (2.13), were consistent with the

differential equations being simulated.

10



2.4 Stability and Convergence

Much has been written in the literature about stability and convergence, see references 10, 14,

16, and 17. In particular it has been shown that the source iteration calculation used to solve the

discrete form of the neutron diffusion equation is stable and convergent; references 14, 16, and 17

contain detailed discussions and proofs of the stability and convergence. Since this subject is well

known a discussion of this topic will not be presented here.

11
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3 GROUP ANALYSIS OF THE NEUTRON DIFFUSION EQUATION

The determination of a group of point transformations admitted by a differential equation can be

found systematically from the transformation theory of differential equations first proposed by

Sophus Lie, references 3,11,12, and 13. The group of point transformations admitted by the

neutron diffusion equation will be constructed and used later to formulate invariant difference

schemes.

3.1 A Brief Introduction to Group Theory

In this section, a brief discussion of the definitions and theory of a group of Lie point

transformations is presented.

3.1.1 Continuous Point Transformations

We will consider the case of one dependent variable, y, and one independent variable, x. Let a

set of point transformations be given by

= f(x,y;a) (3.1a)

and

_ = g(x,y;a) (3. lb)

where "a" is a parameter. The functions f(x,y;a) and g(x,y;a) are assumed to be continuous and

continuously differentiable to all orders in the parameter "a". As the parameter "a" varies, (3.1a)

and (3.1b) transform the point P(x,y) into the point P'( x, y) by

= f(x,y;ao + _ia) (3.2a)

and

13



= g(x,y;a0 + _Sa), (3.2b)

where ao is an identity element such that

x = f(x,y;a0) (3.3a)

and

y = g(x,y;ao). (3.3b)

If _Sais sufficiently small then the point P'( x, y) can be close to the desired point P(x,y). These

transformation are called continuous point transformations.

3.1.2 Definition of a Group of Continuous Point Transformations

For a set of continuous point transformation given by (3.1a) and (3.1b), each value of the

parameter "a", called the group parameter, labels a different element of the set. A group is defined

as a set of elements together with a binary operation that satisfies the four group axioms namely,

closure, existence of an identity element, existence of an inverse element, and associativity of a

binary operation. A binary operation is the successive performance of two transformations.

Consider two transformations, the first given by (3.1a) and (3.1b) and the second given by

m

= f(_,_;b) (3.4a)

and

y = g(_,_-;b). (3.4b)

Closure is satisfied if

x = f(f(x,y;a),g(x,y;a);b) = f(x,y;c(a,b)) (3.5a)

14



and

= g(f(x_,y;a),g(x,y;a);b) = g(x,y;c(a,b)) 13.5b)

where c(a,b) is called the composition function.

The existence of an identity element axiom is satisfied for some value of the group parameter

"ao" provided that

= f(x,y;ao) = x (3.6a)

and

= g(x,y;ao) = y. (3.6b)

The existence of an inverse element axiom is satisfied if some value of the group parameter "a"

exists such as

x = f(_,_;a-) (3.7a)

and

y = g(x,y;_). (3.7b)

Finally, the associativity axiom states given three values of the group parameter a, b, and c and

their corresponding transformation denoted by Ta, Tb, and Tc, then

(Ta,Tb)Tc = Ta(Tb,Tc). (3.8)

If the equations (3.1a) and (3.1b) satisfy the above group axioms, then they are called the finite

equations of the group.

15



3.1.3 Definition of the Coordinate Functions of an Infinitesimal
Transformation

Let the group parameter be a = ao + 8a, where 8a is a small change in the group parameter

away from the identity element. Equations (3.1a) and (3.1b) can be written as

= f(x,y;ao + 8a) (3.9a)

and

_ ---g(x,y;ao + 8a). (3.9b)

Expanding (3.9a) and (3.9b) in a Taylor series about the identity element yields

- 3f(x,y;ao) 8a +... (3.10a)x = f(x,y;ao) + 3a

and

- _g(x,y;ao) 8a +.... (3.10b)
y = g(x,y;ao) + 3a

Since 8a is arbitrarily small, the higher order terms in 8a can be neglected, and thus with the use of

(3.3a) and (3.3b), equations (3.10a) and (3.10b) can be written as

= x + _.,x,y;ao, sao' _ (3.10a)
3a

and

= y + _g'x'y;a°'sa.¢ a (3.1 lb)3a

Defining 8x = x- x and 8y = y - y as the change induced in the variables x and y by a small

change in the group parameter away from the identity, we arrive at

16



8x = 0f(x'y;a°)sa = _(x,y)Sa (3 12a)Oa

and

_Sy= 0g(x'y;a°)sa = rl(x,y)Sa, (3 12b)_a

which are called the infinitesimal transformations of the group. The functions {(x,y) and q(x,y)

are called the coordinate functions of the infinitesimal transformation.

3.1.4 The Definition of the Group Generator of the Infinitesimal
Transformation

The change in a function, F(x,y), due to a small change in the group parameter away from the

identity can be given by

_iF(x,y) = F(x+_Sx,y+_iy) - F(x,y). (3.13)

Substituting (3.12a) and (3.12b) into (3.3) gives

8F(x,y) = F(x+_Sa,y+rlfia) - F(x,y). (3.14)

Expanding F(x+_Sa,y+rl_ia) in a Taylor series and neglecting terms in 5a2 and higher, we obtain

F__x, , ,OF(x,y)]__SF(x,y)= _(x,y) _ Y) +rltx,y) _ ],.,a. (3.15)

Introducing the notation

U = q(x,y)-_- + rl(x,y)_-, (3.16)
OX oy

equation (3.15) can be written as

^

_iF(x,y) = UF(x,y)_Sa, (3.17)
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where U is called the group generator or the symbol of the infinitesimal transformation. The group

generator can also be defined as

5F(x,y) = _ix 3F(x,y) + 6y OF(x,y)
_ia 6a Ox 5a 3Y

3F(x,y)
OF(x,y) + rl(x,y) , (3.18)

= _(x,y) Ox _y

where

6x = _(x,y) and _iy = rl(x,y). (3.19)
5a 6a

The operator _5/8a is called the group operator or the Lie derivative.

3.1.5 The Invariance Properties oi' Equations

A function, F(x,y) = 0, is said to be invariant under the action of a group of point

transformations if

A

UF(x,y)=o. (3.20)

Given a function F(x,y) = 0, equation (3.20) can be used to determine the coordinate functions

of the infinitesimal transformation.

To examine the invariance of differential equations, it is necessary to know how the derivatives

transform; therefore, further coordinate functions are needed. These coordinate functions along

with the coordinate functions for the dependent and independent variables comprise the extended

infinitesimal transformation. Consider a kth order ordinary differential equation, (ODE), given by

F(x,y,y', .... y(k)) = 0. Taking the Lic derivative yields
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8__U__F=Sx 0F 8y 0F By' 0F By(k) OF
8a 8---a0--x-+ -- -- + +"" _' ' (3 21)8a 0y 8a 0y' 8a 0Y(k) '

However, using (3.19) and defining the coordinate function for the jth derivative as

rlCJ)(x,y_..y0)) = 8yCJ)
6a

equation (3.2 I) can be rewritten as

OF OF rl(l)(x,y,y ') _ +... +rl (k) (x,y,. . (3.22)8F = _(x,y) _ + rl(x,y) _-y + OF . .y(k)) OF8a 0Y (k)

Introducing the kth extension of the group generator, equation (3.22) can be written as

8F ^ (k),.,, ,
= U rtx,y_y ,...y(k)), (3.23)

8a

where

O O rl(1) , O .y(k))0___ (3.24)
o(k) = _(x,y) _xx+ TI(x,y) _- + (x,y,y) _7 +"" +TI(k) (x,y,.. OY(k)

The coordinate functions for the derivatives can be written in terms of the derivatives of the

coordinate functions of the dependent and independent variables. For one dependent and

independent variable, the general formula for the derivative coordinate function is

_(J)(x,y,...y(J)) = Dxrl(J-l)(x,y,...y(j-l)) _ y0)_)x_(X,y) , (3.25)

A

where Dx is the total derivative operator and for j = 1,1"1(0)= rl(x,y). A kth order ODE is invariant

under a group of point transformations if

_(k)..,.
r(x,y,...,y(k)) = 0, when F(x,y,...,y(k)) = 0. (3.26)
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Equation (3.26) leads to an over-determined system of partial differential equations, (P.D.E.'s),

from which the coordinate functions _(x,y) and rl(x,y) can be found.

3.1.6 More General Lie Algebra

Typically, one encounters a situation in which there are systems of partial differential

equations. Consider the case in which there are n independent and m dependent variables; a set of

point transformations is given by

xi = fi(xl,'"Xn,yl,"'ym,al,'"ar) 1 < i < n (3.27a)

and

y--j= gj(xl,.. 'Xn,y1,'" "ym,al,'' .ar) 1 < j < m. (3.27b)

Equations (3.27a) and (3.27b) comprise an r-parameter group of point transformation if they

satisfy the four group axioms as stated earlier. The corresponding group generator for this case is

given by

Us = _ _i,s(X,y)_-_i + _ rlj,s(x,y)L, (3.28a)
i= 1 " j= 1 oyj

where the coordinate functions are given by

0fi j_, _, (3.28b)
_i,s(X,Y) = _ a=a0,

rlj,s(_,Y) Ogj I" _' (3.28b)= _ a=ao,

x=(xl,'",xn), Y=(Yl,'",Yrn), and a=(al,...,ar) for s = 1,... ,r. As before, in dealing with

differential equations the extensions of the group generators are required to determine how the

derivatives transform under the action of the group. The formulae for these coordinate functions

can become quite complicated.
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As a specific example, we will consider the results for one dependent variable, _, and two

independent variables, x and y. The second extension of the group generator for this case is

3 03 03 03 q(yl) 03
0(2) = _1 _X + _2 _ + lqg +'l]i I ) -- + I03'x 03(_y (3.29a)

+n_2_ +n?__ +n'y__ +n_y__a ,
03(Dxx 03_xy _*yx 03*yy

where

Till) 03TI [_ 03_1 _--_x203_1 (_x)203_---22 _)x_y , (2.29b)=_+ 03x *x'I (_y-g - 03,

qil) 03'rl [_ 03_1 _ 03_ I (*x)203_--'-222 (_x*y , (2.29c)=_+ 03X _x'_*y'g - 03*

rl_x) = 032"q + I2 032'q 032_1 1 032_2 _y + [_'lq _xlt _x 2ax-7 axa, _j *_-_x-r g-2-- ,xx-2 ,x,

3211 032_1 1 (i_x) 2- 2 032_2 *x*y 032_1 (l_x) 3 032_2 (*x)2_)y (3.29d)

-3a_:'--L,_,xx-"'-°-_y_xx-203g---22,_,_y,
03, a, 03,

032,r1 032,r1 032g2 [" 032,q 032gl I 0392

1]?y) = l](y2) =_-_+ l_y + [ _-_yj*x---_l_yy03x03,03x03y )ya_

+ £ *xy - --*xx " _(*y) 2+ *x*y

032_1 ((_x) 2032_2 *x ((_y)2032_1 ((_x)2t_y,23____223,- 3(---_ - 3---- _ _y(_xy-2 x*xy3y3_

3_1 _y_xx " 03___._22,x(_yy '
3, 03,

and
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L2
+ 32-_-q-2 32{2 {_y)2_ 2 32_1 _xf_y 32_2 ((_y)3 32{1 (_y)2_x (3.29f)

- 3 3___2_Y(_YY - 4..O____.._x(_yy- 2 0_---_1l_y_xy .
3, 3, 3,

In the next sections, these results will be used to determine the Lie group of point

transformations that are admitted by the neutron diffusion equations in one-dimensional slab

geometry and two-dimensional Cartesian geometry.

3.2 Determination of the Invariance Condition for the Neutron Diffusion Equation
in One-Dimensional Slab Geometry

Here we will consider the case of the multi-group, one-dimensional neutron diffusion equation

with constant properties as given by

tl

Fg(x,_)g(X),_'g(x),_g(X)) = Dg_)g(X) - ER.g_)g(X) + Sg(x) = O, (3.30)

where Dg is the group g diffusion length and YR,g is the group g removal cross section. We now

recognize that equation (3.30) will be of identical form for each energy group; therefore, we can

omit the subscript g, and the invariance condition for (3.30) is

"- (2) ' "
U F(x,_(x),_ (x),_ (x)) = 0 (3.31)

whenever F(x,q_(x),_'(x),qY'(x)) = 0, where g(2) is the second extension of the group generator as

given by (3.24). Upon performing the differentiations, the expanded invariance condition is

_Sx(x)- rlZR+ Dnxx+ D,'(2rlx,-{xx) + D,'2(rl**-2{x,)
(3.32)

- D¢0'3{**+ DCg'(rl,-{x-2_'{,)=0,
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where the subscripts indicate partial differentiations. Using (3.30), the second derivative of the

flux is eliminated from (3.32) with the result that

!

_Sx(x) - tIER + Drlxx + D¢'(2rlx¢-_xx) + D_'2(rl¢¢-2_x¢)
(3.33)

- Dt_'3_0¢+ (ERt_-S(x))(nO-_x-2t_'_¢) = 0.

However, since _ = _(x,_) and rl = q(x,_) the coefficients on the various powers of ¢_'must be

equal to zero. This results in a system of P.D.E.'s that are used to solve for the coordinate

functions _(x,O) and rl(x,_); specifically these are

_¢¢ = 0, (3.34a)

11¢¢- 2_x0 = 0, (3.34b)

D(2rlx¢ - _xx)- 2_¢(ZR_ - S(x) = 0, (3.34c)

and

Drlxx - ERrl + _Sx(x) + (5".R_-S(x))(rl¢ - _x) = 0. (3.34d)

If S(x) is assumed to be any general function of x, then it is found that _ = 0 and 1"1= rl(x),

where rl(x) satisfies

Dlqxx(X)- ZRrl(x) = 0, (3.35)

or for each energy group

Dg_g,xx(X) - ER,grlg(x) = 0. (3.36)

The group generator for the one dimensional, multi-group diffusion equation is

Ug = rlg(x)_ _ (3.37)
c3%(x)
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and is of the special form called an evolutionary vector field.

3.3 Determination of the lnvariance Condition for the Neutron Diffusion Equation
in Two-Dimensional Cartesian Geometry

The multi-group, two-dimensional neutron diffusion equation is

F(x,y,0g(X,y),Og,x(X,y),¢g.y(X,y),¢g.xx(X,y),l_g.xy(X,y),¢g.yy(X,y))
(3.38)

= DgCg.xx(X,y)+ DgCg.yy(X,y)- ER.g¢(X,y) + Sg(x,y) = 0.

As with the one-dimensional case, we will drop the subscript g since the form of equation (3.38)

will be the same for all groups. Using the second extension of the group generator as given by

equation (3.29a) with definitions (3.29b) though (3.29f) the invariance condition is

U(2_[F(x,y,¢(x,y),Ox(x,y),¢y(X,y),Oxx(X,y),Oxy(X,y),_yy(x,y))] = 0. (3.39)

Upon expanding out the terms in equation (3.39) and using equation (3.38) to eliminate Oxx, we

arrive at a system of P.D.E.'s for which the coordinate functions _l(x,y,¢), _2(x,y,¢), and

ri(x,y, _) can be solved. Since these expressions are quite complicated they will not be presented

here; however, if there are no assumptions about the source S(x,y) then one obtains the

evolutionary form of the group generator as

Ug = rlg(X,y) 0 (3.40)
_t_g(x,y)

where the coordinate function rlg(x,y) satisfies the homogeneous diffusion equation,

DgVlg,xx(X,y ) + Dgqg,yy(X,y) - XR,gTIg(X,y ) = 0. (3.41)

The results of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 will be used later to obtain an invariant finite difference scheme

for the neutron diffusion equation. In particular equations (3.37) and (3.40) will be used in the
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next section to derive the extension of the group generator to grid points, which will then be used

in Chapters 5 and 6 to formulate the invariant finite difference schemes,
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4 GROUP INVARIANT DIFFERENCE SCHEMES

As stated earlier, the objective of the author's research is to improve difference schemes by

incorporating the invariance properties of the differential equation being simulated into the finite

difference simulation to produce invariant difference schemes. ]'here are, however, several

definitions of what is meant by an invariant difference scheme.

In reference 1, Shokin defines an invariant difference scheme to be a finite difference scheme

whose first differential approximation admits a group of point transformations. Shokin's

definition implies that the group acts on a space, whose coordinates include the dependent and

independent variables, the grid spacings and derivatives up to one order greater than appears in the

original differential equations. Therefore, higher order differential approximations of the

difference scheme are not guaranteed to be admitted by the group; thus, Shokin's definition can not

lead to difference equations, whose solution agrees with the exact solution of the differential

equations being simulated. It is important to note that this type of invariant difference scheme leads

to greatly improved difference equations for the solution of the gas dynamics equations.

A second definition is that employed by Axford, references 2 and 3, which states that a

difference scheme is invariant under a group of point transformations if it admits the extension of

the group to the grid point values of the difference scheme. This definition implies that the

extensions of the group generators act upon a space whose coordinates are the dependent and

independent variables evaluated at the grid points. Axford has shown in reference 2 that such

difference schemes can lead to difference equations whose solution agrees with the exact solution

of the differential equation being simulated.
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The focus of the author's research is to explore more fully invariant difference schemes of the

type based upon Axford's definition of an invariant difference scheme. Considerations such as the

consistency of these invariant difference schemes and the truncation error will bc addressed.

4.1 Extension of the Group to Grid Point Values for One Dependent and
Independent Variable

In this section we will examine the construction of the ",nvariance condition for a finite

difference equation. Currently the discussion will be limited to the case of one dependent and

independent variable. Consider the finite difference equation as given by

H(xi-l,xi,xi+l,Yi-l,Yi,Yi+l) = 0, (4.1)

where the xi's are the independent variables and the yi's are the dependent variables evaluated at

the grid locations, i.e. y(xi) = Yi. As with a differential equation, the invariance condition can be

determined by taking the Lie derivative of (4.1) which is

=_ID'H=_ _H _0H _0H _ OH
5a 5a °3xi--_+ -- + +_Sa°axi 5a °_xi 8a °axi+l (4.2)

+ _Yi-I 3H + _Yi _)H + _Yi+l _)H = 0,
5a 3Yi.l /Sa c3Yi _Sa c)Yi+l

where _tD) is the symbol or generator of the infinitesimal transformation of the group extended to

the grid point values. For a differential equation that admits an evolutionary vector field, the

infinitesimal point transformations are given by

E=x (4.3)

and

= y + q(x,y)iSa. (4.4)
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Since the independent variable does not transform under the action of the group, the invariance

condition (4.2) reduces to

_I(D)H = 8Yi-I _gH + 8yi c3H+ 8yi+l _H = 0. (4.5)
8a _Yi.I 8a °3Yi fia c3yi+l

To determine the coordinate functions we need to extend the infinitesimal transformations

x_- xi (4.6)

and

I

y-q"--"y(xi) + SY(Xi-)$a= Yi+ q(xi,Yi)$a (4.7) i
Sa

tO

Yi+l = y(xi+l) + 8y'xi+l)Sa¢ (4.8)
_Sa

and

Yi---"i"= y(xi.l) + _y(xi.l)_Sa (4.9)
8a

where Xi+l - Xi+ AX+ and xi. 1 "- Xi + AX'. We start by expanding Y(X'i+l) in a Taylor series as

Y(Xi+I) - Y(Xi+I) = y(Xi) + ___ (Ax+)k dky(xi)k! ' (4.10)k =1 dxk

However, the kth order derivative transforms as

dky(x-) = dky(x------_)= dky(x-----_)+ lq(k)(x,y)_a, (4.1 1)
d_k dx k dx k
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where q(k)(x,y) is the coordinate function for the kth derivative given by (3.35). Substituting (4.7)

and (4.11) into (4.10) yields

(Ax+)k dky(xi) + q(xi,Yi)+ (A )k rl(k)(xi,Yi) 8a (4 12)y(xi+l) -" Y(×i) +
k=l =1

or

(Ax*)k
Y-(Xi+I) = y(Xi+l) + q(xi,Yi) + k[ 1](k)(xi,Yi) 8a. (4.13)

k=l

For an evolutionary vector field (_ = 0) the coordinate functions for the kth order derivatives

are simply given by

ri(k)(x,y) = dkrl(x'Y ) (4.14)
dxk '

so (4.13) reduces to

I " tY(xi+l) = y(xi+l) + rl(xi,Yi) + _ (Ax+)k dkrl(xi'Yi) _a. (4.15)
k-I k! dx k

Next comparing (4.8) with (4.15) we see that the coordinate function for the dependent variable at

the grid point Xi+l is

8y(xi+l) = rl(xi,Yi) + '_ (Ax+)k dkrl(xi,Yi) (4.16)
8a k-- 1 k! dxk '

For the neutron diffusion equation, equation (4.16) can be further simplified by the fact that the

dependent variable's coordinate function is only a function of x, rl(x,y) = _q(x),thus
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8y(xi+l) = rl(xi) + _" (Ax+)k dkrl(xi)
8a k= I k! dxk = q(xi+l) • (4.17)

In a similar manner, we can determine the coordinate function for y(xi-1) as

8y(xi-l_._.___)= rl(xi) + Z (Ax')k dkrl(xi) = 'l](Xi.l) • (4.18)
8a k= I k! dxk

Therefore, the group generator extended to neighboring grid points is given by

o3 03 8 (4.19)
0 (D)-- "l](Xi.l)_ + 'l](xi) _Yi + q(Xi+l) oqyi+l

It should be noted that in the derivation of the extension of the group generator to grid points there

were no assumptions placed upon the grid spacing; therefore either uniform mesh spacing or

variable mesh spacing can be used. This result will be used to determine the invariance condition

for the finite difference approximation of the diffusion equation in Chapter 5.

4.2 Extension of the Group to Grid Point Values for One Dependent and Two
Independent Variables

Here we will consider the construction of the invariance condition for a finite difference

equation which depends on a dependent variable, _i,j, and the independent variables xi and yj. The

five point finite difference equation is given by

H(Xi.l,Xi,Xi+l,Yj.l,Yj,yj+l,_i.l,j,_i,j.l,_i,j,_i.l,j,_i,j+l ) = 0 . (4.20)

As in the previous section, the invariance condition is found by taking the Lie derivative of

expression (4.20), thus arriving at
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8I-I = _(D) H = 8xi-I o3H + 8X__Li c3H 8xi+l c3H
8a 8a _xi-1 8a c3x--_.+" 8a _xi+l

5yj+l 0H (4.21)+ 5Yj.1 igH + _iyj 0H +.
8a 3Yj-1 fia _YJ fia _Yj+I

•4- _5_)i-l'J 0H + _)i,j-I --+0H _)i,j 0H +___{_i+l,j 0H +--_5_)i'j+l 0H -0.
8a O(l)i-l,j 8a O_i,j-1 8a O(I)i,j 8a O_i+l,j 8a O(1)i,j+l i

The infinitesimal point transformations of a differential equation that admits an evolutionary vector

field are

= x, (4.22)

= y, (4.23)

and

_,y--) = _(x,y) + rl(x,y,_)fa. (4.24)

Equation (4.21) can be simplified to

_(D) H = _)i-l,j ¢)__.HH+ 8_i,j-1 _)H

8a ¢)_i-l,j 8a ¢)(I)i,j.1 (4.25)
8_)i+l,j OH 8_)i,j+l _gH+8_)i,j c3H +__+ .... 0,

8a c3¢i,j 8a c3¢i+l,j 8a 3¢i,j+l

since the independent variables, x and y, do not transform under the action of the group. As in the

previous section, we need to determine the coordinate functions by extending the infinitesimal

transformations, as given by equations (4.22) through (4.24) when evaluated at grid point (i,j), to

- 8_)i-l,j
_}i-l,j= _)i-l,j+ _ 8a, (4.26)

fia

-- 8_i,j-1
_i,j-1 ""_i,j-1 +_Sa, (4.27)

8a
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-- _i+l,j
(l)i+l,j= _i+l,j + -_ 5a, (4.28)

5a

and

(l)i,j+l= _i,j+l . _ 5a. (4.29)
5a

To determine these coordinate functions, we proceed as in the previous section by expanding

(l)i+l,jin a Taylor series about the point (xi,Yj) as

oo
m w

_i+l,j= _)i,j+ Z (Ax+)k _)k_i'j (4.30)
, k,=1 k! Oxk '

However, the kth order derivatives of the dependent variable transform as
l

c_k_)(x,y-) c)k_)(x,y) _(k)
= + ,li,...i_(x,y,(l))Sa, (4.31)

3_'k 3X k

_(k)
where the coordinate function for the kth derivative, qi,...ik(X,y,_) is given by

_(k) A _(k-l) ^
i,...ik = Dikqi,...ik.,- Dik_j(I)i,...ik.t,j"Next we substitute (4.24) and (4.31) into (4.30) to yield

_)i+l,j= ¢i,j+ Z (Ax+)k _)k_i'j
k : I k! _x k

- (4.32)

[ " 1+ n(xi,yj,,ij)+ (zXx+)kk! _ (k)(xi,yj,_i,j) 6a
k-I

or

(l)i+l,j = _i+l,j + 'l](xi,Yj,_i,j) + Z (Ax+)kk! Tl(k)(xi'Yj'_i'J) 5a. (4.33)
k=l
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Upon comparing equations (4.33) and (4.28), we see that the coordinate function of the dependent

variable at the grid point (i+l,j) is

o_

_(Di+l.j = q(xi,Yj,(l)i.j) + _ (Ax+)k
5a k = ! k----_ _](k)(xi'YJ'(I)i'J) ; (4.34)

which can be simplified further for the neutron diffusion equation by making use of the fact that the

coordinate function, rl(x,y,¢), is only a function of x and y to yield

5_i+l,j = l](Xi+l,Yj) = 1]i+l,J . (4.35)
_Sa

In a similar manner, the coordinate functions for the points (i- 1,j), (i,j- 1) and (i,j+ 1) can be found;

to yield the extension of the group generator as

1" _ + _qi,j-1 _+ 'qi,j _+ 'qi+l,j _+ 'qi,j+l_ . (4.36)
u(D)='qi" l'J _)i-l,j _i,j- 1 3_)i,j _(_i+l,j O_i,j+l

This result will be used in Chapter 6 to determine the invariance condition for the two-dimensional

neutron diffusion equation.

4.3 More General Extensions of the Group to Grid Points

In the previous two sections, we explored the invariance conditions for finite difference

equations which depended only on the independent variables and the dependent variable evaluated

at the grid points. In many situations, it is desirable to have difference formulations which also

depend upon derivatives of the dependent variable evaluated at the grid points. In a manner similar

to the two previous sections we can extend the extensions of the group generator to grid point

values. As an example, we consider the first extension of the evolutionary vector field, as given

by
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_(1)= FI(X)_ + FIx(X) _ (4.37)
O¢_(X) O_(x)

We wish to extend this vector field to grid point values _s

_xi-I _ _*x,i _ _x,i+l
_(ID)= _(D)+ ' -- + + , (4.38)

_Sa _x,i- 1 5a _¢x,i 5a c_(_x,i+l

where the extension of the group to grid point values, _(D), was determined in Section 4.1. For

the first extension of the evolutionary vector field that is admitted by the neutron diffusion

equation, the infinitesimal point transformations are

= x, (4.39)

_(x-)= (_(x) + rl(x)_Sa, (4.40)

and

m

Cx(-g)= (_x(X)+ rlx(X)_ia, (4.41)

where rl(x) is the solution of the homogeneous diffusion equation. In order to determine the

coordinate functions, we need to extend the infinitesimal transformations as given by equations

(4.39) through (4.41), when evaluated at the grid point x = xi, to

m

_x(Xi--_+l -" _x(Xi+l) = (_x(Xi+l) 4" 8(_x(Xi+l)Sa (4.42)
8a

and

-- _ 8(_x(Xi. 1
(1)x(Xi'_-).l"- _x(Xi.l) = _x(Xi.1) 4" )8a. (4.43)

8a

m

As in Section 4.1, we begin by expanding _x(Xi+l) in a Taylor series as
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oo

 x(Xi.1)=  x(xi)+ (ax.)k dk x(Xi)
k- I k! dxk . (4.44)

However, the kth plus one derivative transforms as

i l

dk+l_)(X-) dk+l_(x) dk+lt_(X)
= = + rlxt,..,xR.l(x)Sa, (4.45)

d_k+l dxk+l dxk+l

where rlx_,...Xk.,(X)is the kth plus one derivative of rl(x) with respect to x. We now substitute

equations (4.45) and (4.41) into (4.44) to yield

t_x(Xi+l) = _x(Xi)+ _ (Ax+)k dk+lt_(X) (Ax+)k
k= l k_. dxk+ l rlx(Xi)+ 1 _rlxt""xk.t(Xi)kl 8a (4.44)

or

_x(Xi+l) = _x(Xi+l) +rlx(Xi+l)iSa • (4.45)

Comparing equations (4.45) and (4.42) we see that the coordinate function for _x(Xi+l) is

 x(Xi+l)
= lqx(Xi+l) . (4.46)

_Sa

The coordinate functions for other derivatives can be found in a similar manner. Results such as

these will be used in subsequent chapters to derive the group invariant difference equations for the

neutron diffusion equation. It should be noted that extending a group of point transformations to
I

grid points is relatively easy for the case at hand, i.e. for the evolutionary vector field whose

coordinate function depends only on the independent variable; it is not particularly clear how to

handle more general types of point transformations.
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5 LIE GROUP INVARIANT FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEMES FOR THE
NEUTRON DIFFUSION EQUATION IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL SLAB
GEOMETRY

We begin this chapter by deriving the Lie group invariant finite difference approximation for

the neutron diffusion equation in slab geometry. Additionally the necessary interface equations for

multiple region problems will be derived. Specific numerical results will be provided to show the

utility of such difference schemes. Along the way, the issues of local truncation error,

consistency, and stability of the difference approximation will be addressed.

5.1 The Grid Space upon which the Solution is Determined

Before we begin the actual derivation of the invariant finite difference equations it is useful to

discuss the issue of upon which type of grid space the difference equations are to be based. There

are two types of grid spaces; the first is the cell centered mesh, and the second is the cell edged

mesh. Cell centered meshes get their name from the fact that the mesh points lie at the center of the

cell interval and do not fall on a interface, where as for the cell edged mesh, some mesh points fall

on an interface. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the differences between the cell centered and cell edged

mesh.

• • • •

i-1 i i +1 i +2

"4- _ --_ _ Interface

Figure 5.1 Cell Centered Mesh
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i-I i i +1 ti +2 i +3

_ "_ _ Interface

Figure 5.2 Cell Edged Mesh

In most reactor calculations, the cell centered mesh is used [9, 16,17]. Experience has shown

that standard finite difference schemes perform better when calculated on the cell centered mesh as

opposed to the cell edged mesh. This fact will be demonstrated later in Section 5.5.3. However,

for the invariant difference schemes yet to be derived, we will use the cell edged. The reason for

choosing the cell edged mesh stems from the manner by which the invariant difference equations at

the interface are derived. We will later demonstrate that this choice of mesh is acceptable.

5.2 Derivation of the Group Invariant Finite Difference Equations for the One-
Dimensional Region with Constant Material Properties

We begin our derivation of the group invariant difference equations be considering the multi-

group diffusion equation in one-dimensional slab geometry as given by

dd_xDg(x_) - ER,g_g(X) + Sg(x) = 0, (5.1)

where Sg(x) contains both the sources due to fission and scattering. Since equation (5.2a) has the

same form for all energy groups, we will omit the subscript g in the ensuing discussion.

Additionally, we will assume that the material properties are piecewise constant; we will use the

diffusion equation in the form
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D d2_(x) ZR_(X) + S(x) = 0. (5.2a)
dx2

For multiple material region problems the necessary interface conditions are continuity of current

and flux as given by

D d_'(Xa) = D+ d_.(xa)
dx dx (5.2b)

and

t_'(Xa)= t_+(Xa), (5.2c)

where the superscripts + and - refer to the right and left hand sides of the interface and Xais the

interface location.

In Section 3.2, we found that equation (5.2a) admitted a group of point transformations whose

evolutionary vector field was given by

A

U = rl(x)_3, (5.3)
O¢(x)

where the coordinate function, rl(x), satisfied the homogenous diffusion equation

D d2rl(X) - ZRI_(X) - 0. (5.4)
dx2

The general solution of the homogeneous diffusion equation, (5.4), is readily found to be

rl(X) = A cosh(a×) + B sinh(ax), (5.5)

where _2 = ER / D, and A and B are coefficients which will shown later to cancel out. It is of

interest to note that this particular group of point transformations is not admitted by the boundary
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conditions, since both A and B are not zero; therefore, we only have partial invariance. As will be

shown, partial invariance will pose no difficulty in constructing the invariant difference equations.

We now introduce the concept of an invariant difference operator [19]. This concept is similar

to the differential operator in the study of differential equations. As an example of a differential

operator, we can rewrite equation (5.2a) as
1

L_(x) + S(x)- O, (5.6a)

where the differential operator is

=Dd2 -ER. (5.6b)
dx 2

The solution of equation (5.2a) can be written in terms of the homogeneous solution and the

particular solution as

0(X) = 0H(X) + 0P(X) , (5.7)

where 0H(X) is the homogeneous solution and 0p(x) is the particular solution, which, respectively,

satisfy

A

LCH(X)=0 (5.8)

and

A

LOp(x) + S(x) = 0. (5.9)

We now define the invariant difference equation as

ff20i+ Qi = 0, (5.10)
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where _ is the invariant difference operator and Qi is the inhomogeneous source. The solution of

equation (5.2a) can be written as

0i -- 0H,i + 0P,i , (5. l l)

where 0H,i is the homogeneous solution which satisfies

A

f20H,i = 0, (5.12)

and 0P,i is the particular solution that satisfies

_0P,i + Qi = 0. (5.13)

Now the invariant difference operator, _, is determined such that equation (5.2a) is invariant under

the action of the group extended to grid points. The inhomogeneous source, Qi, is then determined

from equation (5.13) using the particular solution of equation (5.2a) as

Qi =- f_0P,i • (5.14)

5.2.1 Construction of the Invariant Difference Operator

There are several methods by which the invariant difference operator, _, may be constructed.

We will consider the three point central difference form of the invariant difference operator as

^ ^ ]Z Eof_ = Pi -1.2E0+ _+1 _ ^ , (5.15)

where _n is the shift operator such that n = -1 is the backward shift, n = 0 is the null shift, and n =

+1 is the forward shift. The explicit form of equation (5.12) for the difference operator, (5.15), is

A

_'_H,i = Pi [0H,i-l- 20n,i + 0H,i+I] - 5"ROH,i = O. (5.16)
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We now determine Pi, such that equation (5.16,) is invariant with respect to the group

generator, (5.3), when extended to grid points. In Section 4.1, we found that the extension of the

group generator to grid points was

= _-+ "l]i_ + r_i+l_ . (5.17)

Operating on equation (5. i 6) with the group generator (5,17) yields

Pi [aqi.l - 2rli + rli+l] - _Rrli =0, (5.18)

where the rli are given by equation (5.5) when evaluated at the grid points. Solving for Pi yields

ERrI{
Pi = . (5.19)

rli-I - 2rli + 'qi+l

If uniform mesh spacing is assumed for a given region, equation (5.29) can be simplified to

Pi = EIR , (5.20)

where the coefficients A and B have canceled, and the invariant difference operator is

f_= ER(_-I- 2_0+ _+1). I_RE'0 . (5.21)

4 SinhZ{a 2-_]

An alternative method by which the invariant difference operator may be derived consists of

using the second extension of the group generator extended to grid points. This method essentially

consists of determining the invariant difference approximation of the derivatives and substituting

these approximations into the differential operator. Using the arguments put forth in Section 4.3,

we find that the second extension of the group generator, (5.3), extended to grid points is
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I(2D) = rli.l_ + rii---+ rli+l-----
o Oi.i o Oi o Oi+

+ qx,i-l_ + qx,i + qx,i+l-_ (5,22)
O0,,i.! O0 ,i o O ,i+t

+ _xx,i-l-- + lqxx,t + qxx.i+l
o Oxx,i.l o Oxx,i o O,i.l

We begin by operating on the flux, 0H(X) with the differential operator (5.7) and evaluate this

expression at the grid point x = xi as

_.(x) [x- x, = D d20H'------ii+ YROH,i . (5.23)
dx 2

We next operate on the flux, 0H,i, with the candidate difference operator, (5.25), to obtain

I

D(_H.i = Pi [(_H,i-I " 2(_Hi+ (_H,i+l] + ZR(_H,i , (5.24)

Equating equations (5.23) and (5.24) yields

D d2t_H'i _ROH,i = Pi [0H,i-l" 2(_U,i+ (_U.i+l]"_ ,_.ROH.i (5.25)
dx 2

or

D d20H'i = Pi [0H,i-l- 20H,i + 0H.i+I] • (5.26)
dx 2

We now operate on equation (5.26) with the second extension of the group generator extended

to grid points as given by (5.22), which yields

D--2"nd.l____L_ = Pi [rli-I - 2rli + qi+t], (5.27)
dx 2

and solving for Pi we obtain
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!

D dzrli
=--- dx 2

Pi [qi-I - 2qi + rli+l] ' (5.28)

Again if uniform mesh spacing is assumed, equation (5.28) reduces to

Pi = D _2 . = ZR . (5.29)
4 Sinh2(ouXx/2) 4 Sinh2(otAx/2)

Equation (5.29) is identical to equation (5.20); and the invariant difference operator is again given

by

A

ZR [_-1.2__,0 + _+1] "0= - ZRE . (5.30)
4 Sinh2(_Ax/2)

Since equations (5.30) and (5.21) are identical, these two methods are consistent with each other.

The later method of deriving the invariant difference operator will prove to be of particular use

when deriving the interface equations for multiple region problems.

5.2.2 Determination of the Inhomogeneous Source Term
A

Now that the invariant difference operator, _, has been determined, we need to determine the

inhomogeneous source term Qi. As stated earlier, the inhomogeneous source term is determined

by operating on the particular solution of equation (5.2a), when evaluated at the grid points, with

the invariant difference operator, (5.21) as

Qi =- I'__)P,i• (5.3I)

Therefore, we need to determine the particular solution of (5.2a). However, since the source

distribution, S(x), is based upon the unknown flux, the source distribution can not be determined
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beforehand, and, therefore, the particular solution can not be determined. To get around this

problem, we will use an approximation for the source distribution.

There are several ways to approximate the source distribution; the simplest is to use a curve fit.

If we have some estimate of the flux at several points in the neighborhood of x = xi, then we can

estimate the source distribution due to fission and scattering in this neighborhood. As an example,

we can use a quadratic curve fit as given by

S(x) = Si-I - 2Si + Si+l (x - xi)2 + Si+! " Si.t (x-xi) + Si, (5.32)
2Ax2 2Ax

where the Si's are the sources evaluated at the grid points. Using equation (5.2a) and the source

distribution as given by (5.28), we find that the particular solution is

0p(X) = _.L.[Si-1- 2Si + Si+t (x-xi)2+ Si+l-Si-I (x.xi) + Si]
ZR L 2Ax2 2Ax J (5.33)

+ Si. l "2Si + Si+1 .
o_2 ZR Ax2

Now operating on this particular solution with the invariant difference operator, we find that

Qi = si + (Si.l - 2si + Si+l)[ 1 1 1] (5.34)(otAx)2 4 Sinh2[txAx/2. "

Thus, the invariant finite difference equation of the neutron diffusion equation for this particular

example is

ZR(¢i-I "
¢i+1,_/XR¢i+Si

+

4 Sinh2[tx _-] (5.35)

+ (Si. 1 - 2Si + Si+l = 0.
(aAx) 2 4 Sinh2[txAx/2
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For the multiple energy group problem, equation (5.31) becomes for energy group g, 1<g<G,

_R,g(t_g,i-I " 2t_g,i + t_g,i+l)

4 Sinhfotg _.x_) " ZR'g_g'i + Sg'i
(5.36)

l]:o.+ (Sg,i-I - 2Sg,i + Sg,i+l) /_x) 2(O_g 4 Sinh gAx/2

This is by no means the only possible form of a curve fit possible; one could assume that the

source distribution is simply equal to Si in the immediate neighborhood of x = xi, or one might try

higher order curve fits. Table 5.1 lists some sample source distributions and their corresponding

invariant source terms, Qi. The results presented thus far are only valid for a single region that has

uniform mesh spacing or constant material properties. In the next section, we will present results

that will allow for changes in the mesh spacing or material properties, both of which will be dealt

with using an invariant finite difference scheme at an interface.

5.3 Determination of the Group Invariant Difference Equations for an Interface
between Two Regions

In Section 5.2 we determined the multi-group invariant difference equations for the diffusion

equation at points that were interior to a given region in which the material properties and the mesh

spacing were uniform. We now need to determine the invariant difference equations for an

interface in order to link together the various regions.

We begin by deriving the Lie group invariant difference form of the net current interface

condition. The net current condition states that the neutron current exiting from one side of the

interface must equal the current entering the other side of the interface; mathematically this is given

by
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Table 5.1 Sample Source Distributions and the Corresponding Invariant Finite Difference Source
Terms

Sample Curve Fits of the Source Distribution Inhomogeneous Source Terms for the Invariant
Finite Difference Equation

S(x) = Si Qi = Si

S(x) = Si-I - 2Si + Si+l (x_xi)2 Qi = Si
1

2Ax2 + (Si'l" 2Si +Si+lI(otlx)2 4 Sin_(otAx)]
+ Si+l - Si. 1 (x.xi) + Si

2Ax

S(x) = Si- 2Si-i + Si-2 (x.xi)2 Qi = Si
1

2Ax2 + (Si- 2Si.l +Si.21(olx)2 4 Sinh2(txAx)]+ 3Si- 4Si.1 + Si.2 (x-xi) + Si
2Ax

i

S(x) = Si - 2Si+| + Si+ 2 (x_xi)2 Qi = si

2Ax2 + (Si- 2Si+l +si+2)[ _1 1 .]
[(txAx) 2 4 Sinh2(ctAx)

.35 i - 4Si+l + Si+2 (x_xi) + Si
]

2Ax

S(x) = Si+l - 3Si + 3Si-1 - Si-2 (x.xi)3 Qi = si

6Ax3 + (Si.1 _ 2Si +Si+ll 1 1 ](o_Ax)2 4 Sinh2(t_Ax)+ Si.l - 2Si + Si-1 (x.xi)2
2Ax2

+ 2Si+l + 3Si - 6Si-1 + Si-2 (X.Xi)+ Si
6Ax

S(x) = Si-2 - 4Si-1 + 6Si - 4Si+l + Si.2 (x_xi)4 _ Si-2 - 4Si-1 + 6Si - 4Si+l + SitE

0t2Ax2 x

24Ax4 Qi = -Si.2 + 16Si-1 - 30Si + 16Si+l - Si+2
+-Si-2 + 2Si-1 - 2Si+l + Si+2 (x.xi)3 +

12Ax3 12

+-Si-2 + 16Si.1 - 30Si + 16Si+l - Si+2 (x_xi)2 (otAx) 2 4 Sinh2itxAx/2)24Ax 2

+ Si-2 - 8Si.l + 8Si+l - Si+2 (x_xi) + Si _ Si-2 - 4Si-1 + 6Si - 4Si+l + Si+2 + Si
12Ax 48 Sinh2(ctAx/2)
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D _d0(x)Ix=x: = D . d0(X)d_.____Ix=x:. (5.37)

As before, the solution, 0(x), can be written in terms of the homogeneous and particular portions

as

0(x)=0n(x)+ 0r,(x), (5.38)

and the neutron current can be written as

D d0(x)= D dOH(X_.___.__)+D d0p(X) (5.39)dx dx dx

We now seek an invariant difference approximation of the neutron current as

D---_xd0(x)Ix=xi - Ti (Oi+l - 0J-l) + QX, (5.40)

where Ti is determined from

D dOn(x) Ix x, = Ti (OH,i+l- 0H,i-l) (5.41)dx =

such that equation (4.41) is invariant under the action of the group, and QX is determined using the

particular solution as

QX = D dOp(x) Ix x_-Ti (OP,i+l - OP,i-l) • (5.42)dx =

Using the first extension of the group generator extended to grid points as

C)_i-1 C)Oi c-)Oi+1

0 0 0 (5.43)
+ qx,i-1 _ + _x,i _ + _x,i+l _ ,

C)_x,i-1 C)_x,i C)_x,i+l
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we operate on equation (5.41) to obtain

dqi
D-_- = Ti (qi+l - qi-l) (5.44)

or

D d_i

dx (5.45)"-- )

Ti (1]i+1- ]]i-1)

and if uniform mesh spacing is assumed equation (5.45) can be reduced to

Ti = D o_ . (5.46)
2 Sinh(otAx)

Thus the invariant difference approximation to the neutron current is

d_(x) lx=x_= D_((1)i+l- _i-l) -t- QX, (5.47)
D_ 2 S;nh(ctAx)

where QX is determined from equation (5.42) for some given form of the particular solution; and

the invariant difference approximation of the net neutron current interface condition is

D'(x(_i+l-_-I) D+c_+(_++l-_i+I)
+ QX-= + QX + . (5.48)

2 Sinh((xAx') 2 Sinh(cc+z3_x+)

We will now consider a specific example of the invariant difference equations at an interface.

Since the sources due to material properties on the left-hand side of the interface are not known on

the right-hand side of the interface and vise versa, we can use a backward and forward curve fit of

the source distributions, as given by the third and fourth entries in Table 5.1. This leads to explicit

expressions for QX- and QX+ as
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QX = 3Si " 4Sil + Si2 [ 1 1 1 (5.49)2cr c_Ax" Sinh(oczXx')

and

QX+_-3S_+4S_+I-S+ [ ]
_ i+2 1 1 (5.50)

20t+ 0_+Ax+ Sinh(o_+Ax+) '

where the superscripts - and + indicate whether material properties on the left-hand side and the

right-hand side of the interface are respectively used.

We are now ready to formulate the invariant difference equation at the interface for a general

one-dimensional problem. We start by writing the invariant three point central difference equations

for the left and right-hand sides of the interface as

Z[t(_]-i - 2_i + _]+1) _ Eit_i + Qi = 0 (5.51)

4 Sinh_o_ _]

and

+ +

_R(*i-I " 2,_" + lI);l ) + + +" YR(_i+ Qi = 0, (5.52)

4 Sinh_ot+ _ L]

where the Qi's are determined from equation (5.31) using the appropriate particular solutions.

Now the unknowns _i+1 and _-I can not be determined since these points do not really exist.

Therefore, using equations (5.51), (5.52) and the current interface equation (5.48), we eliminate

the terms, ¢i+1 and ¢+.l, to arrive at
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D(x ¢_1-1- D0c I i + 2Sinh2(oc Ax- ]
Sinh(ocAx') Sinh(ocAx-) --_ ) _i

[ ] D+c_+ +D+_+ 1 + 2SinhZ(ot+Ax+ ) ¢_++ _i+l (5.53)
Sinh(o_+Ax+) 2 Sinh(ot+Ax+)

Sinh2(ot- _2 ) Sinh2(o_+Ax+
+ 2 Q] + 2 --2 ) Q_- QX + QX + = 0.

¢xSinh(ocAx-) ot+Sinh(o_+Ax+)

We now apply the interface condition of continuity of the flux as _i = _+, and upon dropping the

superscripts on the flux, we arrive at the invariant three point central difference equation for an

interface as given by

D-Oc (_i-I
Sinh(ocAx')

"[ ( D+°t+ (1+ 2Sinh20x+ Ax+ )]
D'0c 1+ 2Sinh2(oc Ax- )) +

Sinh(aAx-) -_ Sinh(ot+Ax+) -_ ) _bi
(5.54)

D+ot+
+ _i+l

Sinh(c_+Ax+)

Sinh2(a - _.2 ) Sinh2(o_+Ax+
+ 2 Q] + 2 _ ) Q_- QX" + QX+ = 0.

ocSinh(ocAx-) ot+Sinh(ot+Ax+)

For the multi-group case, equation (5.54) can be written as

ngo_ Cg,i-I

Sinh(o_Ax-)

I_Sinh_ak_x') 2__:.)) + D_O_ 2Sinh2(a; Ax+Sinh(a_Ax +)
(5.55)

+ _g,i+l

Sinh(a_Ax +)

SinhZ(otk _2_ ) Sinh2(o_ Ax+
+ 2 Qg,i + 2 _ ) Q_,i- QXk + Qx_ = o.

otkSinh(otkAx-) ot_Sinh(a_Ax +)
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It should be pointed out that equation (5.55) is the generic form of the invariant difference equation

at an interface, and that the source terms Qg,i, Qg,i, QXk, and QX_ depend only on the particular

solution chosen and, hence, on the form of the source curve fit used. To fill out the set of example

source distributions at an interface, we will list some other types of curve fits that are possible.

If the source is varying slowly, one can assume that the source distribution is constant in the

neighborhood of x = xi, therefore S(x) = Si. We find that

Qi = si and Q_ = S_, (5.56a)

and that

QXi = 0 and QX_i = 0. (5.56b)

The invariant interface difference equation is then

D-a- (_i-I

Sinh(az_x-)

.
Sinh(azXx-) Sinh(a+_tx .) -_ ) #i

(5.57)
D+a+

+ _i+l

Sinh(a+Ax .)

Sinh2(a" _7- ) Sinh2(a+ -'3--Ax+
+2 Si+2 " ) S_" =0.

a'Sinh(a-z_-) a+Sinh(a+,ix +)

It is interesting to qote that equation (5.57) is identical to equation 6 in reference 15, as derived by

Wachpress. Later, we will show that this equation is exact under certain situations.

Another example of a curve fit consists of fitting the source with a fourth order polynomial

across the interface as given by
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S(x) = a(x-xi) 4 + b(x-xi) 3 + c(x-xi) 2 + d(x-xi) + Si , (5.58a)

where

Ax+)2(2Ax++Ax')Si'2- 4(Ax+)2(Ax++2Ax')Si'I 1
+ (2(Ax+) 3 + 7(Ax+)ZAx" + 7Ax+(Ax') 2 + (Ax')3)Si

a = 1- - 4(Ax)Z(2Ax++Ax)Si+I + (Ax)Z(Ax++2Ax)Si+2 , (5.58b)
4(Ax+Ax-)2(Ax + + Ax-)(2Ax + + 5Ax+Ax - + 2Ax-)

(Ax +)2((Ax.)2_Ax+Ax-.6(Ax +)2)Si. 2

+ 4(Ax+)2(3 (Ax+)2+4Ax+Ax'-4(Ax')2)Si_ 1

+ 3(2(Ax')4+5Ax+(Ax')3-5Ax'(Ax+)3-2(Ax+) 4 )Si

+ 4(Ax-)2(4(Ax')2+4Ax.Ax'-3 (Ax+)2)Si+ 1

b = - + (Ax')2(6(Ax')X+Ax.Ax'-(Ax+)2)Si.2 - , (5.58c)
4(Ax+Ax-)2(Ax + + Ax')(2Ax + + 5Ax+Ax" + 2Ax-)

(Ax +)3(4(Ax-)3-4Ax +Ax--3(Ax +)2)Si. 2

+ 8(Ax+)3(-(Ax+)2+Ax+Ax-+6(Ax')2)Si. 1

+(4(Ax-)4(Ax--Ax +)-45(Ax-)X(Ax +)2(Ax ++Ax-)+4(Ax +)4(Ax+-Ax .)Si

+ 8(Ax')3(6(Ax+)2+Ax+Ax-(Ax)2)Si+ 1

+ (Ax')3(4(Ax-)2-4Ax+Ax--3(Ax+)2)Si+2
c"- -, (5.58d)

4(Ax+Ax')2(Ax + + Ax-)(2Ax + + 5Ax+Ax - + 2Ax-)

and

I Ax+)3(Ax'+2AX+)Si'2 " 8(Ax+)3(Ax++2Ax')Si'I 1

4 + 3 +3 +4 [+ 3(2(Ax') +5Ax (Ax-) +5Ax'(Ax ) +2(Ax ) )Si

/3 + 3 +
d =[-+ 8(Ax') (2Ax +Ax-)Si+I - (Ax') (Ax +2Ax')Si.2_] . (5.58e)

2Ax+Ax-(Ax . + Ax-)(2Ax + + 5Ax.Ax - + 2Ax-)
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Performing a calculation similarto that already performed for the quadratic curve fit, we find

that
I

t ( )  559,12a / (op)2 4Sinh2(otsAxs/2) 4Sinh2(t_SAxS/2)Q_i "" Si + 2 c + (-_] 1 (AXs)2 2a(Axs) 4

and

QX_=(e+ 6_s_) 1 AxS )-b(Axs)3 (5.60)(ors)2 o_sSinh(ctSAxs) txsSinh(ctSAxs) '

where the superscript s is respectively either - or + for the left or right-hand sides. There are

several options as to what to use for the sources in equations (5.58a) through (5.58e). The most

obvious is to use the sources as calculated on the left and right-hand sides of the interface and

assign the appropriate source at the interface as in the earlier examples. The second option is to

extend the material properties of one region into the other region for the sole purpose of calculating

the source distribution. In Section 5.5.3, results will be presented for both these options.

5.4 Local Truncation Error, Consistency, and the Relationship between the Lie
Group Invariant Finite Difference Equations and Standard Difference Equations

Before we present specific numerical results, it is useful to discuss the local truncation error of

the invariant finite difference equations. Additionally, we will demonstrate that the invariant

difference equations are consistent with the original differential equations and that it is possible to

recover standard difference equations from the invariant difference equations.

We begin by discussing the invariant finite difference equations in which the source

distribution was simply approximated by a constant, S(x) = Si, in the neighborhood of x = xi. The

equation for points interior a to given region was determined in Section 5.2 as
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ZR(hi + Si = 0. (5.61)
4S inh 2(otArd2)

We can recover the standard three-point difference approximation of equation (5.2a) by

expanding the hyperbolic-sine in a series expansion as

2._ (_Ax)4 (_Ax)64Sinh2(°t ) = (°tAx)2+ 12 + 36----O+'" ' (5.62)

Upon truncating the series in terms Ax4 and greater yields

Y_R((hi-I- 2_i + (l)i+l)
- YR(I)i + S i = 0, (5.63)

(0(Ax) 2

or using (t2 = 5"R/T)we arrive at the standard three-point central difference equation,

D ((hi-l- 2(l)i+ (hi+I)
" Y'g_i + Si = 0. (5.64)

Ax 2

The local truncation error for equation (5.61) may be determined by expanding the equation in a

series about the point x = xi, as Ax becomes small, to obtain

Ii

'171_---D (hi- _R(hi + Si + 1-_22 [D _I 'v)- YR(h'i']
(5.65)

+Ax4[_.L.(D,I vi,-_R*liv,)+ ....._R (_R(hi'D*liv')]+ '..360 240 D "

Next, we eliminate the original differential equation and its higher order differentials to yield

( 66,_E " 1-'_-22[ - Si ]+ AX 36--_0(-Sl iv) )+ 240'D

or

xe = AxZ [- S'I ]+ O(Ax 4) (5.67)
12 _
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it is readily seen that the local truncation error vanishes as Ax goes to zero; thus the invariant finite

difference equation, (5.61) is consistent with the original differential equation, (5.2a).

}
It is interesting to note that in formulating the invariant difference equation, we assumed that

the source distribution was constant in the neighborhood of x = xi, and if indeed the source is a

constant across all mesh in this region, the local truncation error is zero. It will be shown in

Section 5.5 that the invariant finite difference equation, (5.61), is exact for problems in which the

source distribution is constant. Consider a diffusing media, in which there are no sources present,

i.e., S(x) = 0, an interesting consequence of the fact that the local truncation en'or vanishes for a

constant source is that the invariant finite difference equation

ZR(qbi.,-+ _i+l)
- _R¢_i= 0 (5.68)

4Sinh2(e.AM2)

is an exact discrete representation of the differential equation

D d2O(x) X;R¢(X)= 0. (5.69)
dx2

This implies that the more information Qi contains about the source distribution at x ---xi, the better

the invariant difference equation will simulate the original differential equation. This also suggests

that the quality of the information represented in Qi, i.e., the type of curve fit used to model the

source distribution, will play a larger role in determining the accuracy of the invariant difference

equation than the local truncation error will play. This final conclusion will be demonstrated in

Section 5.5.
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We now consider the invariant finite difference approximation at an interface in which the

constant source approximation was used as given by

Sinh(tx-Ax')

(5.70)
D+0_++ _i+l

Sinh(o_+Ax+)

Sinh2(_ 2_) Sinh2(ot+ Ax+ )
+ 2 ................... Si + 2 _ 2 S+ = 0.

a'Sinh(a'Ax') a+Sinh(a+Ax +)

As with the previous equation, (5.61), we can recover the standard finite difference formulation by

expanding the hyperbolic-sines in series; truncating the series to the first term yields

¢_" [l tr + _:kJx,+ D+ + X_Ax+¢_+_D_t__+_
D"

Ax" t AX" 2 Ax+ 2 Ax+
(5.71)

+2a_ si +_- s+ =02

which is the cell edged standard finite difference approximation of the diffusion equation.

The local truncation error for equation (5.70) is determined in a similar process to that of

equation (5.61); expanding the terms in (5.70) in a series about the point x = xi and eliminating all

differential forms of the diffusion equation, we obtain

It is readily seen that as the mesh spacing tends to zero the local truncation error goes to zero;

therefore, the invariant finite difference equation is consistent with the original differential

equation. We again note that if the source distribution is a constant, the local truncation error
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vanishes, and the invariant difference equation is exact. This claim of exactness will be supported

with a numerical calculation in the next section.

Since there are a large number of curve fits that can be used to model the source distribution,

we will not present the details for determining the local truncation error, but, instead, we will

present the local truncation error for some sample curve fits. The following cases will be the basis

for the numerical calculations to be presented in Section 5.5.

Case 1, Second Order lnvariant Finite Difference Scheme

The in-region source curve fit is

S(x) = Si. (5.73a)

The corresponding inhomogeneous source term for the invariant difference equation is

Qi = Si, (5.73b)

and the local truncation error for the in-region invariant finite difference equation is given by

I

t0

xt =- '5x2 Si + O(Ax 4) (5.73c)12

At the interface, the source curve fits is taken as

S(xa) = Si and S(xl) = S_'. (5.73d)

The inhomogeneous source terms for the invariant finite difference equation are

Qi = si, Q_"= S_', QX" = 0, and QX. = 0. (5.73e)

The local truncation error for the interface equation was determined to be
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xE= 6!-[(Ax')2 ( Si )'" (Ax+)2 ( S_")'] + O[(Ax')3,(Ax+)3] . (5.73f)

Case 2, Forth Order Invariant Finite Difference Scheme

The in-region source curve fit is taken as

S(x) = Si.l - 2Si+ Si+l. (X.Xi)2 + Si+ 1 - Si-[. (x_xi) + Si ' (5.74a)
2Ax2 2Ax

The invariant inhomogeneous source is

Qi = Si +(Si.l . 2Si + Si+l)[ l(t_t_x,)2 4Sinh2(txAx/2)'1 ] (5.74b)

and the local truncation error for this in-region invariant difference equation is

'l:t = _ SIiv) + O(Ax6). (5.74c)240

At the interface two quadratic curve fits are used as

S(xh) = Si " 2Si'l + Si'2 (X-Xi)2 "4-3Si - 4S]'! + Si'2 (x-xi) + Si (5.74d)
2(Ax.)2 2Ax"

and

S(xa+)= S_'- 2S_'.1+ S_'+2(x_xi)2 + 3S_'-4S_+ 1 + S_'+2 (x-xi) + S_'. (5.74e)
2(Ax+)2 2Ax+

The corresponding inhomogeneous source terms are

Q] = S] + (S]- 2S].1 + s].2) F ! 1 ], (5.74f)
L(c_'Ax-)2 4Sinh2(c_-zLx-/2)J

. [ 1 1 ]
Q+ = S_ + (S+- 2S++l + Si+2) - (5.74g)2 + +(ot+Ax+)2 4Sinh (or Ax/2)
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QX'= 3Si- 4Si'l + Si2[ 1 1 ] (5.74h)2oc" coax- Sinh(ccAx')'

and

4 i+l+S++2[ 1 1 ]. (5.74i)
QX+ = 3S_'- S+

2ct+ oc+Ax+ Sinh(ot+Ax+)

The local truncation error for this particular set of curve fits at the interface was determined to be

_E = 4_[ (Ax')4( S] )'" - (z_x+)4(S+ )'"]+ O(_tx 6) . (5.74j)

Case 3, Sixth Order Invariant Finite Difference Scheme

In determining this sixth order difference scheme, we will use two in-region curve fits. The

first is used as one moves away from the interface and consists of a fourth order polynomial. The

second is a fifth order polynomial curve fit of the source distribution that is used as one approaches

the interface. At interior points away from the interface the polynomial fit of the source distribution

is

S(x) = a(x-xi) 4 + b(x-xi) 3 + c(x-xi) 2 + d(x-xi) + Si, (5.75a)

where

a = Si-2 - 4Si-I + 6Si - 4Si+l + Si+2
24Ax4

b = " Si-2 + 2Si.1 - 2Si+l + Si+2
12Ax3

c =" Si'2 + 16Si.1 - 30Si + 16Si+l - Si+2
24Ax2

and
i
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d = Si-2 - 8Si.l + 8Si+l - Si+2
12Ax

The invariant inhomogeneous source term is

Qi=Si+2( 12___aa+ c ) 1 Ax2 - 2aAx4 (5.75b)_2 0_2 4Sinh2(o_x/2) 4Sinh2(etAx/2) '

and the local truncation error is

xE= - 31 AX 6 S(ivi) + O(z_8) . (5 75C)60480

The in-region curve fit of the source distribution to the left of the interface is

S(x) = a(x-xi) 5 + b(x-xi) 4 + c(x-xi) 3 + d(x-xi) 2 + e(x-xi) + Si, (5.75d)

where

- Si.4 + 5Si-3 - 10Si.2 + 10Si.l - 5Si + Si+l
120 Ax5

b = - Si'4 + 6Si-3 - 14Si.2 + 16Si.1 - 9Si + 2Si+l
24Ax 4

c = - si'4 + 7Si-3 - 22Si-2 + 34Si-1 - 25Si + 7Si+l
24Ax 3

d = Si-4 - 6Si-3 + 14Si-2 - 45i-1 - 15Si + 10Si+l
24Ax 2

and

e = 3Si.4 - 20Si.3 + 60Si.2 - 120Si.l + 65Si + 12Si+l
60Ax

The invariant source term was determined to be
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Qi=Si+2(12___b_b+d)I 1 1 ]- 2bAx4 (5.75e)O(2 O(2 4Sinh2(o.Sx/2) 4Sinh2(_A_d2) '

and the local truncation error for this invariant finite difference equation is

221 z_kX.6 (vi)
1:_= 60480 Si + O(AX8) . (5.75f)

We can arrive at a similar set of equations for the in-region difference equation that is to the right of

the interface, where the source distribution is given by equation (5.75d) but the coefficients are

- Si-i + 5Si- 10Si+l + 10Si+2- 5Si+3 + Si+4a=
120 z_ 5

b = 2Si.1 - 9Si + 16Si+l - 14Si+2 + 6Si+3 - 2Si+4
24_x 4

c = " 7Si.1 + 25Si - 34Si+1 + 22Si+2 - 7Si+3 + Si+4
24z_3

d = 10Si.:l - 15Si - 4Si+l + 14Si+2- 6Si+3 + Si+4 ,
24z3,x2

and

e =" 12Si.l - 65Si + 120Si+l - 60Si+2 + 20Si+ 3 - 35i+4
60z_tx

The inhomogeneous source term for the invariant difference equation is given by (5.75e), and the

local truncation error for this scheme is given by (5.75f).

At the interface, there are several possibilities as far as curve fits for the source distribution are

concerned. For this particular case will use a fifth order backward and forward polynomial as

given by

S(x) = a(x-xi) 5 + b(x-xi) 4 + C(X-Xi)3 + d(x-xi) 2 + e(x-xi) + Si. (5.75g)
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To the left of the interface, the coefficients are

Si- SSi-I + 10Si 2" 10Si-3 + 55i-4 - Si-5
a" _-" = )

120(Ax-)5

b'= 3Si " 14Si'l + 26Si2" 24Si'3 + 11Si4" 2Si5
24(zXx.)4

c-= 17Si" 71Sil + 118Si'2" 98Si3 + 41Si4 - 7Si5
24(zLx.)3

d.=45Si- 154Si.1 + 241Si. 2- 156Si_3 + 61Si_4- 10Si_5
24(zkx.)2

and

e-= 137Si" 300Sil + 300Si'2" 200Si'3 + 75Si'4- 12Si'5
60,5x-

To the right of the interface, the coefficient are

a+ =" S_"+ 5S_'+1 - 10S++2 + 10S_'+3 - 5S_'+4 + S++5 ,
120(zXx+)5

b+ = 3S_'- 14S_'+1+ 26S_'+2- 24S_'+3+ 11S_'+4- 2S_'+5
24(zXx+)4

7 +
c+ = - 17S_"+ 71S++l - 118S_'+2+ 98S_'+3- 41S_'+4+ Si+5 ,

24(,5x+)3

1 += 1 . - 156S_'+3+ 6 - 10S]_+_d+ 45S_"- 154S_'+1+ 24 Si+2 Si+4
24(zXx+)2

and

e+ = - 137S+ + 300S_'+1- 300S_'+2+ 200S++3- 75S_+4+ 12S_+5
60zLx+

The inhomogeneous source terms Q+, Q', QX+, and QX- are
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(or+)2 (a+) 2 4SinhZ(_+/2)J" 4Sinh2(o_+Ax+/2)

(o_+)2 (a--)2 4Sinh2(a-zXx-/2) "4Sinh2(o__zXx./2)

QX+=[e++ 6_( 2a_____L_++c*)] 1 Ax+ .1(0t+)2 (a+)2 ((/,+)2 t_+Sinh(a+Ax +)
(5.75j)

a+(Ax+)5 + ( 20a+ + c .) (zLx+)3(a+)z
_+ Sinh(¢+ao_.+)

and

2a___.L_-+ c-
QX" = e" +

(5.75k)

a-(Ax-)5 + (20a-- + c-) (Ax-)3((_-)2
-- ,

or Sinh(ot'Ax-)

Now, the local truncation error for this particular case is

199 (zLx-)7 ( Si )(vi) + 199 (zLx+)7xe= 24192 24192 (S_)(vi) + O(Ax8). (5.751)

Though the local truncation error for the interface is Atx7, the overall truncation error is A_x6.

Case 4 A Second Sixth Order Invariant Finite Difference Scheme

This case is essentially the same as Case 3, but the curve fit at the interface is different. At

points interior to a region, we will use the invariant difference equations as given by equations

(5.75a) through (5.75f). However, at the interface we will use a fourth order polynomial fit across

the interface as given by equations (5.58a) through (5.58e). The invariant inhomogeneous source

terms are given by equations (5.59) and (5.60). As stated earlier, there are two options as to what
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to use for the sources in the curve fit of the source distribution. In this case, we will use the actual

material properties at the grid locations to determine the sources. We therefore use the following

source definitions:

Si.2 - Si. 2, Si-i -" S i 1, Si+l "- S +- i+l, and Si+2 = 5+2 .

For the Si terms we will use the corresponding sources, i.e. for Q+ and QX + we will use Si "-

S_', and for Q- and QX- we will use Si -- Si.

The local truncation error for this type of interface equation is

[('_X') 6 ('_kX') 5'_kx+ (Ax')4(/_X+) 2 ](Si )(v)q¥ = L5040 + + 450
800 (5.76)

+) 6 (Z_iX+)5z_,X" (Ax+)4(Ax')2 ] (S+)(v) + O(/_kx7 )+ 800 + 450

Case 5 The Final Sixth Order Invariant Finite Difference Scheme

This case is identical to Case 4a, with the exception that the material properties used to

determine the sources at the grid points are different. In this case, we will extend the material

properties from one region, across the interface, and into the other region. This results in the

following source definitions:

For Q- and QX- we will use

Si-2 = Si. 2, Si-1 = Si. 1, Si = S i, Si+l = Si+ 1, and Si+ 2 - Si+ 2,

where at the points Xi+l and xi+2, the material properties from the left side of the interface are used

with the fluxes on the right side of the interface to determine the sources. Similarly, for Q+ and

QX. we will use
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Si-2 = S+ Si-I = S_'.l, Si = S+, Si+l = S++1 and Si+2 S+i-2' ' = i+2'

where at the points xi-1and xi-2, the material properties from the right-hand side of the interface are

used with the fluxes on the left side of the interface to determine the sources. As with Case 4a, the

local truncation error for the interface equation is given by expression (5.76).

5.5 Numerical Results for Specific Examples of the Group lnvariant Finite
Difference Equations

In this section, we will provide numerical results for the Lie group invariant difference

equations as derived thus far. We will begin by discussing the special case of a multiple material

region, one-energy group problem with a constant source. We will then discuss the source

iteration technique for the solution of multiple region, multi-group eigenvalue problems.

Numerical results for the different approximations of the source distributions as presented in
¢

Section 5.4 will be given.

5.5.1 Solutions of the Multiple Material Region, One Energy Group Diffusion
Problem with a Constant Source

In this section, we will consider a diffusion problem in which only one energy group is used,

and the multiple material regions have piecewise constant material properties. Consider a two-

region problem, as shown in Figure 5.3, where region I is a core type region and region II is a

reflector type region.

The diffusion equations for this problem are

d2OI(X)
I:h -- Y'RJel(X) + S = 0 (5.77a)

dx 2

and
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Region I Region II

S(x)=S S(x)=O

x=O X=X X=X
a b

Figure 5.3 Schematic of the Two Region Problem

d2$n(x)
Dn ]_R,ll$11(x)= 0, (5.77b)

dx 2

where the subscripts I and II refer to regions I and II, respectively, and the boundary conditions

ale

d#_(0)
Eh d_ = 0, (5.77c)

d_l(Xa) d_ll(Xa)
-DI d_='Dn d_' (5.77d)

_l(Xa) = Oll(Xa) , (5.77e)

and

_ii(xb) = 0. (5.77f)

The analytic solutions of equations (5.77) are
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Cosh[0ql(Xb-Xa)] Cosh[cqx]el(X) = 1 - Cosh[alXa]COsh[all(Xb-Xa)] + txlDI Sinh[tXlxa]Sinh[Ctll(Xb-Xa)]
anDu

(5.78a)
0<-X<Xa

and

k Sinh[oqxa] Sinh[_ll(Xb-X)]
¢_Ii(x)= "'-

CXlD! Cosh[_ixalCosh[(Xll(Xb_Xa)] + Sinh[alXalSinh[Oql(Xb-Xa)]
lXlIDII

(5.78b)
Xa-<x < xb •

The invariant difference equations for this case are: in region I

XR,I [{_i-I - 2{_i + t_i+l] _ YR,I ¢i + S = 0 for 0 < xi < Xa, (5.79a)
4Sinh2(tXlAXl/2)

at the interface

DI ff,l _i- I
Sinh(oqAx0

_ Dioq (1+ 2Sinh2(txl Axx )+ DII_II ( AxII )1Sinh(aiAx0 --_ ) I+ 2Sinh2(txxx ) ¢iSinh(lXllAXll )
(5.79b)

+_ DI[Oql t_i+l
Sinh(OqlAXll)

Sinh2(Ctl AXl )
+2 -- _ S=0atxi=Xa,

oqSinh(txlAXl)

and in region H

XR,II [t_i-I " 20i + ¢i+1] _ XR,II ¢i = 0 for Xa < Xi -<Xb. (5.79C)
4Sinh2(CtllAXll/2)
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Since this is a relatively simple cxample, it is fairly easy to show that the invariant difference

equations, (5.79a) through (5.79c), are exact for this problem. Substituting the analytic solutions

of the diffusion equation, expressions (5.78a) and (5.78b), into the difference equations, we find

that all terms cancel; and therefore the difference equations are exact. Alternatively, one can solve
,

the difference equations with a computer and compare this solution with the analytic solution

evaluated at the grid points to reach the same conclusion.

5.5.2 The Source Iteration Solution Algorithm

We now begin to consider the more general case in which the sources are dependent upon the

neutron flux. This type of problem arises in the determination of the dominant eigenvalue, or the

multiplication, of a reactor system. In the ensuing discussion we will assume that there is no self-

scattering. We can rewrite the invariant finite difference equations as

°Y_R,g(__g,i-l.,,.,.L , •_,,.,.."2(_g,i + (])g,i+l) _ _R,g(l)g,i + E Qsc,g'_g,i +-- Qf,g',i = o, (5.80)
"t_ilnI12tO_g/-UO'/-) g'=l _, g'=l

g'_g

where Qsc,g',i and Qf,g',i are the invariant source terms due to scattering and fission respectively,

and are determined using the expression for Qi. As a specific example, we can consider the

constant source approximation, Qi = Si, to yield

°_a,g((l)g,i-1,., , • ,,."2_g,i + _)g,i+l) _ Ea,g(l)g,i + E Es,g'_g_g', i +-- T'f_g', i = 0. (5.81)
4_inh2to_gtxxo2) g'=l _ g'=l

g'_g

Equation (5.80) can be rewritten in matrix form as

--. G --. G ---

Aging- E Qs,g,-_gt_g' = z---EE QF,g'_g', 1 _<g <_.G. (5.82)
g'=l _g'=l
g'_g
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The matrices Ag are diagonally dominant tridiagional, and the diagonal elements are

ag,i,i = ER _l + .... 1 )(5.83)' 2Sinh2(t_gAx/2)

while the lower and upper diagonal elements are

"_R,g (5.84)i ag,i,i- ! = ag,i,i+ 1 = .
4Sinh2(CtgAx/2)

The matrices Qs,g'_g and QF,g' are banded, non-negative matrices, whose number of bands

depends upon the order of the curve fit used to approximate the source distribution.

As the matrices Ag, Qs,g'-_g, and QF,g' have the same properties as their corresponding

counterparts in references 7, 16, and 17, namely, that the matrices Ag are irreducible Stieltjes

matrices, and that the matrices Qs,g'-_g and QF,g' are non-negative matrices, the same arguments

that apply to the stability and convergence of the solution process for the standard difference

equations also apply to the solution process for the invariant finite difference equations. The fact

that the matrix properties of the invariant finite difference equations are the same as those of the

standard difference equations is not surprising, since the standard difference equations can be

recovered from the invariant difference equations.

The method chosen for the solution of the neutron flux and the eigenvalue was the power

method, see reference 7. The power method was chosen for its simplicity and the fact that it

provides the basis for other solution methods. The power method does have the drawback that it is

not as efficient as other methods; however, since our primary concern is demonstrating that the
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invariant finite difference equations are more accurate for a given mesh spacing than the standard

difference equations, the choice of solution method is irrelevant.

The power method can be broken down into two portions; the first is the outer iteration in

which the fission source and the eigenvalue are determined, and the second is the inner iteration in

which the neutron flux is determined from the source. The inner iterations get their name from the

fact that for problems in which there is up scattering, iterations must be carried out over the groups

in order to determine accurately the scattering sources. The solution process begins by making an

(0)
estimate of the neutron flux,¢g.i, and the eigenvalue, ;_.(o),where the superscripts indicate the

iteration number. The fission source is then determined from the estimate of the flux by

--,(o)
=QF,g g, 1<g<c. (5.85)

Now that the fission source and the eigenvalue have been estimated, we determine the neutron

flux via the inner iterations. The inner iterations begin with the determination of the flux in energy

group one; we then work through the energy groups to group G, updating the scattering source

along the way. The new neutron flux is determined from

'"(k) _ (k)
_g =Akl _g , (5.86)

where

s-I ---(k)
_(k)g = Z Qs,g,_gOg + _(k-l) (5.87)

g'=l

This process is carried out for groups 1 < g < G. Using these new group fluxes, a new fission

source is determined as
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and the new eigenvalue is determined from

G

_'_,g,.rg

O ' (5.89)

g=l

where fig is a weighting factor, and (wg,y_k'i)) is the scalar produce of the two vectors. Lastly, we

test for the convergence of the eigenvalue and the neutron flux. This is by no means the only

convergence test possible; one could equally test the convergence of the eigenvalue and the fission

source. This process is repeated until convergence is achieved. Figure 5.4 shows a schematic of
,i

this solution process. This solution algorithm was used in several computer codes that were

written to solve the invariant finite difference equations, results of which will be presented in the

next section.
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i i, 'iI l(o) k(o)
Estimate q_g,i and

i "'°'iDetermine new fission source y g
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I'

k=k+l , ._-_g..ID
i,r ill lillli f, i t

g=g+ 1 I _(k)

i Determine Cg
• T

[ UpdateSg _k)]

NO(g*, =G?_

I Yes

i Determine eigenvalue _(k)]

No _
t Test for convergence I

Figure 5.4 Schematic of the Solution Process of the Invariant Finite Difference Equations
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5.5.3 Numerical Results for a Sample Problem

In this section, we will present numerical results for a sample problem consisting of a two-

region slab reactor model using two energy groups. Figure 5.4 shows a schematic of the sample

problem.

Core Reflector
Region Region

x=0 x=50 x=100

Figure 5.5 Schematic of the Slab Reactor Sample Problem

The cross sections used in these calculations where taken from the IAEA thermal reactor

benchmark problem, reference 16, and are listed in Table 5.2.

Several calculations were performed on this sample problem using the invariant difference

equations as given by the five cases in Section 5.4. Two additional calculations were performed

on this sample case The first calculation used the cell edged standard difference equations as given

by equations 5.64 and 5.71 in Section 5.4. The second calculation was performed using the

computer code DIF3D, reference 16, which employs cell centered standard difference equations.
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The various methods used to calculate the solution of this sample problem produced very similar

flux profiles for a given mesh spacing. The group one and group two flux profiles, as shown in

Figures 5.6 and 5.7, respectively, were determined using a mesh spacing of 1.0 cm. For all the

computational methods used, the flux profiles for this mesh spacing were indistinguishable.

Table 5.2 Two Energy Group Cross Sections

Core Region Core Region Reflector Region Reflector Region
Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2

Diffusion 1.5 0.4 1.999996 0.3

Coefficient, Dg (cm)

Removal Cross 0.03 0.08 0.04 0.01

Section, YR,g (cm"1)
,,

Fission Cross 0.0 0.135 0.0 0.0

Section, vF.,f,g(cm-l)
i

Probability of a 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
Fission Neutron
Born into Group g,

_g
i

Scattering Cross 1_ 1 0.0 1--o2 0.02 1---)1 0.0 1--o2 0.04

Section, Es,g'g (cml) 2---)1 0.0 2---)2 0.0 2--->1 0.0 2_2 0.0
.............

Since the local truncation error is a function of the mesh spacing, one expects that as the mesh

spacing goes to zero, the accuracy of the of the numerical solution should increase. It is therefore

useful to examine the accuracy of the eigenvalue as a function of the mesh spacing. Also of

interest is the absolute value of the relative error in the eigenvalue as a function the mesh spacing as

calculated by

- _convergede = . (5.90)
_,converged •
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The converged eigenvalue is defined to be the eigenvalue to which all the computational methods

converged as the mesh spacing went to zero.

We will begin comparing the various computational methods by examining the eigenvalues as a

function of the mesh spacing for the five example Cases of the invariant difference schemes

outlined in Section 5.4. Figure 5.8 shows the eigenvalue, as calculated by the five invariant

difference schemes, as a function of the mesh spacing. The local truncation errors for the five

Cases are: second order for Case 1, fourth order for Case 2, and sixth order for Cases 3, 4, and 5.

Since the invariant Case 3 approaches the converged eigenvalue from below, it is easier to compare

the five methods by examining the absolute value of the error, as shown in Figure 5.9. There are

several interesting things to note about how the eigenvalues behave as a function of the mesh

spacing. If we compare the sixth order difference schemes, as given by Cases 3 and 4, to say the

fourth order scheme, Case 2, we find that they are not as accurate as the fourth order scheme. On

the other hand though, we find that the sixth order scheme used in Case 5 is more accurate than the

fourth order scheme. Since the only differences between the sixth order schemes is in the source

approximations at the interface, we conclude that the type of curve fit approximation used is more

important than the local truncation error in determining the accuracy of the invafiant difference

scheme. Secondly we can also conclude that as the order of the curve fit of the source distribution

increases, the accuracy of the difference scheme increases, provided that the curve fit is a good

representation of the source distribution.
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We now compare the eigenvalues as computed by the invariant difference schemes as given by

Cases 1, 2, and 5, to the eigenvalue as computed by the two standard difference schemes, the cell

centered and cell edged difference equations; the cell centered difference scheme being calculated

by the computer code DIF3D. Figure 5.10 shows the eigenvalues as a function mesh spacing for

these cases. Since the eigenvalues as calculated by DIF3D approaches the converged eigenvalue

from below, it is again useful to compare the methods by examining the absolute value of the error,

as shown in Figure 5.11. Examining Figure 5.11, we find, as expected, that the cell edged

difference scheme is not as accurate as the cell centered difference scheme employed in DIF3D.

Secondly if we compare the difference schemes wltn a second order local truncation error, i.e., the

cell edged scheme, DIF3D, and the invariant Case 1, we find that the performance of the invariant

difference scheme leaves something to be desired. However, one must consider that the curve fit

used in formulating the difference scheme of Case 1 consisted of setting the sources adjacent to

x-xi equal to the source at x=xi, which in reality is not the case, since the source has some spatial

dependence. In particular, this assumption breaks down at an interface since there can be a radical

chance in the material properties, and hence the source, as one crosses the interface. The fact that

this assumption breaks down particularly at interfaces can be demonstrate by replacing the interface

equations in Case 1 with the quadratic curve fit interface equations of Case 2. This yields an

invariant difference scheme, labeled Case l-a, whose overall local truncation error is second order.

Figure 5.12 is a plot of the en'or in the eigenvalue for Cases 1 and 1-a. As one can see, by simply

changing the difference equations at the interface, the accuracy increases significantly. This shows

that the assumptions made about the source d;,stribution for Case 1 did indeed break down at the

interface.
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Lastly, we compare the results of the invariant difference schemes Cases 2, and 5 to the results

obtained from the computer code DIF3D, as shown in Figure 5.13. As one can see, DIF3D

produces a more accurate values of the eigenvalue for the large mesh spacing of between four and

five cm. However, as the mesh spacing is reduced to less than four cm, the invariant difference

schemes produced more accurate values of the eigenvalue. The results for the mesh spacings

greater than four cm are somewhat suspect, since these mesh spacings are approximately twice the

diffusion length, 2.236 cm; and secondly none of the computer codes could resolve the neutron

fluxes with any reasonable degree of accuracy. Ignoring the eigenvalue data for which the neutron

flux could not be determined accurately, we find that the invariant difference schemes could

determine the eigenvalue more accurately for a given mesh spacing than the standard finite

difference formulations as employed by DIF3D. This result can be restated; for a desired level of

accuracy in the eigenvalue one can use fewer mesh points with the invariant difference schemes

than are required with the standard difference approximations.

In the next chapter, we will explore the construction of invariant difference schemes for two-

dimensional diffusion theory in Cartesian coordinates. Many of the results presented in this

chapter will be found to have a similar counterpart for the two-dimensional case.
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6 GROUP INVARIANT FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOR THE TWO-
DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION EQUATION IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES

In this chapter, we will discuss the construction of the group invariant finite difference

equations for the neutron diffusion equation with material properties assumed to be piecewise

constant as given by

Dg_g,xx(X,y) + Dgt_g,yy(X,y) - ER.gOg(X,y ) + Sg(x,y) = 0 , (6.1)

where the source is

G G

Sg(x,y) = _ Es g'_gCg'(X,y)+ Zg_ V]Ef,g,t_g,(X,y) (6.2)
g'=l _ g =1
g'_g

for 1 < g < G. Equation (6.1) can be written in operator form as

A

Lg_g(X,y) = Sg(x,y), (6.3)

A

where the differential operator, Lg, is given by

22 _)2

_'g = Dg_x 2 + Dgoy2-- _a,g. (6.4)

The boundary and interface conditions are similar to those used in the one-dimensional case:

the neutron flux is zero at all outside surfaces, or if symmetry permits, the net neutron current

along a line of symmetry is zero. The interface conditions are again that the net neutron current and

the neutron flux are equal at the interface as given by

-D-gCg,x(Xb,y) + + += -Dg_g,x(Xb,Y)
(6.5)

+ .= _g(Xb,Y)

and
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-DkCg,y(X,y_) + += -DgCg.y(X,y_)
(6.6)

Cg(X,y_,)= Cg(X,y_).

We will begin by constructing the invariant finite difference equation interior to a given region.

We will then go on to construct the difference equations for the three types of interfaces to link

together multiple regions. Modifications to the solution algorithm presented in Section 5.5.2 for

the solution of the two-dimensional problem will then be discussed. Finally, results will be

presented for the two-dimensional equiv_ent of the sample problem presented in Chapter 5.

6.1 The Two-Dimensional Grid upon which the Solution is Determined

The grid space upon which the solution of the invariant difference equations are to be solved is

an orthogonal cell edged mesh. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic representation of the cell edged

grid.

w F lw

i-l,j+I i,j+I i+l,jdI

...... ,; _; .... :

i-l,j i,j _x i+l,j

_ Interfaces

L

"i-l,j-1 _ i+l,j-1

Figure 6.1 The Cell Edged Mesh
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This contrasts to the cell centered mesh shown in Figure 6.2, that is employed in the conventional

finite difference approximations of the diffusion equation. As with the one-dimensional case, the

reasons for choosing the cell edged mesh stems from the method by which the interface equations

are formulated.

i,j+l i+l,j+l

i iiiii ill,

• oi,j i+l,j Inte ces

Figure 6.2 The Cell Centered Mesh

6.2 Derivation of the Two-Dimensional Group Invariant Finite Difference
Equations for the Multigroup Neutron Diffusion Equation

We will begin this section by deriving the invariant finite difference equations for the two-

dimensional diffusion equation for a given region away from the interfaces. This result will then

be used with a discrete form of the interface conditions, much like in the one-dimensional case, to

determine the invariant finite difference equations for three different type of interfaces.
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6.2.1 The In.Region Invariant Finite Difference Equations in Two-Dimensions

In Section 3.3, we found that the diffusion equation, as given by equation (6.1), admitted a

group of point transformations whose group generator was

Ug = qg(x,y) a , (6.7)
aCg(x,y)

where the coordinate functions, rlg(X,y), satisfied

Dg_g,xx(X,y) + Dgrlg,yy(X,y) - ZR,grlg(X,y) = 0. (6.8)

Setting oc2 = ER,g/Dg, the solution of equation (6.8) can be determined using separation of

variables as

_s(x,y) = Xs(x)Yg(y), (6.9)
ii

where the equations for Xg(x) and Yg(y) are respectively

Xg,xx(X) - 132gXg(x) = 0 (6.10)

and

Vg,yy(y). (_2. 132g)Vg(y) = O. (6.1 1)

Since there is no group of point transformations that preserve both the invariance of the diffusion

equation and its boundary conditions, we have only partial invariance; therefore, there is not a

complete set of boundary conditions that can be used to determine the coordinate function. Thus,

the eigenvalues, [_g, of the coordinate function are continuous and have the range of

.oo < 132g< +oo. This range of eigenvalues can be broken up into three classes' class 1,

-oo _< [_2g< 0, class 2, 0 < 132 < 0_2, and class 3, a 2 < 132 _ +_. The general solutions of equations

(6.10) and (6.1 1) for these three classes are:
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classI

Xg(x) = Al.g Cos(13gx)+ Bt,g Sin([3gx)
(6.12)

class 2

I

Xg(x) = Al,g Cosh(_gX) + Bl.g Sinh([3gX)
(6.13)

Yg(y) = A2,gCosh(_ / oti- [32,y)+ B2,gSinh(_ / a 2- [32gy) ,

andclass 3

Xg(x) = Ai,g Cosh(_gx) + Bl,g Sinh([3gx)
(6.14)

Yg(y)= A2,gCos(_ 2 [_y)+ B2,gSin(_/[oc2- [_y) .

Now the question arises as to which of the solutions, equations (6.i2), (6.13) or (6.14), is the

best solution for our particular problem. To answer this question, we consider a one-region

symmetric reactor as shown in Figure 6.3.

y--a

m

0 x=a

Figure 6.3 Schematic Representation of a One-Region Symmetric Reactor System
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One would expect that for such a reactor system that the coordinate function, rlg(X,y), would be

symmetric, since the neutron flux is symmetric. Therefore, classes 1 and 3 can be eliminated since

these solutions are not symmetric. The expression for the coordinate function that will be used is

rlg(X,y) = [At,g Cosh(13gX)+ Bl,g Sinh(13gX)]
(6.15)

[A2.g Cosh(3/ot 2- 132gy) + B2,g Sinh(_ ot_ - _2gy)].

Now that we have an expression for the coordinate function, we are ready to determine the

invariant difference equation, in a manner similar to that used in Chapter 5. The invariant

difference equation is

_"_gCg,i,j + Qg,i,j = 0, (6.16)

where f_g is the invariant difference operator. A candidate invariant difference operator is

f_g A Ei'l'° 2E°'° i+l + E -2E +E -ZR,gE , (6.17)= _ + _ ,0 0,j-I 0,0 o,j+l ,- 0,o

A

where the E are the shift operators.

Equation 6.3 can be rewritten in terms of the homogeneous solution, CH,g(x,y), and the

particular solution, Cp,g(x,y), as

A

Lg0H,g(X,y ) = 0 (6.18)

and

Lgt_p,g(X,y) + Sg(x,y)= O. (6.19)

A

In a manner similar to that employed in Chapter 5, the invariant difference operator, f_g, is

determined such that
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A

k')g _H,g(Xi,Yj) = 0 (6.20)

is invariant under the action of the group generator extended to grid points. The invariant source

term, Qg,ij, is then determined using a particular solution of equation 6.3 as

A

Qg,i,j =- _'_g {_p,g(xi,yj) . (6.21)

Using the arguments put forth in Section 4.3, the second extension of the group generator

extended to grid points was determined to be

_(2D) () + 1]g,i,j-1 + 1]g,i,j

"g = 1]g'i'l'J _g,i-l,j O(_g,i,j-1 O(_g,i,j

+ 1]g,i+l,j + 1]g,i,j+l +'"

t)_)g,i+l,j O_g,i,j+l
(6.22)

b /) b
+ l]g,xx,i,j + 1]g,xx,i+l,j at"''

+ 1]g'xx'i'l'J t)(_g,xx,i-l,j _t_g,xx,i,j _(_g,xx,i+l,j

+ 1]g,yy,i,j + 1]g,yy,i,j+l +'''.

+ 1]g,yy,i,j-1 _(_g,yy,i,j-1 ()t_g,yy,i,j _t_g,yy,i,j+l

The coefficients, Ag and Bg, of the invariant difference operator are determined by equating

equations (6.18) and (6.20), and then operating upon the result with the second extension of the

group generator extended to grid points to yield

Dgl]g,rx,i,j + Dg1]g,yy,i,j = Ag[1]g,i-l,j - 21]g,i,j + 1]g,i+l,j]

+ Bg[1]g,i,j-1 - 21]g,i,j + 1]g,i,j+l] . (6.23)

Splitting equation (6.23) into its x and y components, we can solve for the coefficients as

Ag = Dg1] g,xx,i,j (6.24)
1] g,i-l,j - 21]g,i,j + 1] g,i+ 1,j

and
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Dgrl g'Yy'i'J (6.25)
Bg = rlg,i,j.1 _ 2qg,i,j + lqg,i,J+1

If uniform mesh spacing is assumed in both the x and y directions, then equations (6.24) and

(6.25) can be simplified with the use of some hyperbolic-trigonometric identities to yield

Dg132g- (6.26)
Ag = 4Sinh2(13gAx/2)

and

Bg = Dg(OC_- 132) , (6.27)
4Sinh2(ff ot_-132 Ay/2)

where 0 < [32g< cx_. The coefficients Ag and Bg have a striking resemblance to the coefficient of

the derivative in the one-dimension case, a result which is not surprising, since second order

derivatives are being approximated. If we make the substitution _2g= cx_p2 and make use of
i

o_2 = Y.R,g/Dg,the invariant difference operator becomes

A

ng= ZR,gPt [E i+l.0 2E 0,0+ _ i+x,o]
4Sinh2(OtgpgAx/2)

+ _ o,i+l] (6.28)1-pl)[o,j-_ o,o+ - XR, Eo,o,
4Sinh2(otg,v/1- p_Ay/2)

where 0 < pg < 1. The invariant difference equation is therefore,

XR,gP i [._g,i-l,j " 20g,i,j + 0g,i+l,j] "1"..........5"R,g(l'p2)[Og,i,j-1 " 21_g,i,j + Cg,i,i+l ]

4Sinh2(agpgAX/2) 4Sinh2(otg4 t1- p_Ay/2)
(6.29)

" ZR,g_g,i,j+ Qg,i,j = 0 for 1 < g < G,
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where 0 < pg < 1 and Qg,ij is the invariant source term, that has yet to be determined. As we shall

see later, there are only certain acceptable values of pg that will be allowed.

To determine the invariant source term, we will need a particular solution of equation (6.1). As

with the one-dimensional problem, we will have to make some approximation of the source

distribution in order to determine a particular solution. In deriving expressions for the invariant

source terms, we will examine only two forms of source distributions: the first case will consist of

assuming a constant source distribution, and the second will consist of using a two-dimensional

quadratic curve fit.

For the first source distribution, we will assume that the source is a constant in the

neighborhood of the point xi,Yj, i.e., the source as all points adjacent to the point xi,Yj are equal to

the source at the point xi,Yj;therefore, the source distribution is

Sg(x,y) = Sg,i,j. (6.30)

Using this source distribution, we find that the particular solution of equation (6.1) is

_p,g(x,y) = 1 Sg,i,j. (6.31)
gR,g

Operating upon this particular solution with the invariant difference operator, (6.28), the invariant

source term was determined to be

Qg,i,j = Sg,i,j ; (6.32)

therefore, the in-region invariant finite difference approximation of the two-dimensional neutron

diffusion equation for the first case is
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Y-'R,gP_ [(l)g,i-l,j - 2*g,i,j + (1)g,i+l,j] + Y_R,g(l'Pt)_(_g,i,j-I - 2(1)g,i,j + (1)g,i,j+l]

4Sinh2(agpgAx/2) 4Sinh2(a/1 - p2gAy/2)
(6.33)

- _R,g(_g,i,j + Sg,i,j = 0 for 1 _<g _ G.

We now consider the second case, in which a two-dimensional quadratic fit is used as an

approximation of the source distribution as given by

Sg(X,y) = .Sg,iTl,J - 2Sg,i,j + Sg,i+l, j (x - xi) 2 + Sg,i+l,j - Sg,i.l,j ( x - xi)
2Ax 2 2Ax

(6.34)
- Sg,i,j+l - Sg,i,j-1

Sg,ij.1 2Sg,i,j 4- Sg,i,j+l (Y yj)2 4-+ ..... ( y - yj) + Sg,ij
2Ay2 2Ay

Using the source distribution (6.34) and the differential equation (6.1), the particular solution was

found to be

_P'g(X'Y) = l--L- [Sg'i"l'J " 2Sg'i'J+ Sg'i+l'J (x - xi)2 + Sg'!'+l'J "Sg'i"l'J_a,g 2_X2 2Ax ( x- xi)]

" Sg,i,j+l - Sg,i,j-I ]
4- l___[Sg,i,J "l 2Sg,i,J + Sg,i,J +l (y. yj)2 + ( (6.35)

ZR g l 2Ay 2 2Ay- Y- yj) J

+ l_J__-Sg,i-l,J - 2Sg,i,J + Sg,i+l,J + Sg,i,J "l - 2Sg,i,j + Sg,i,j+l 4- Sg,i,j] .
_R,g 20:2Ax2 2ct2Ay2 J

Operating upon this particular solution with the invariant difference operator (6.28), we find that

the invariant source term, Qg,ij, is

Qg,i,j =(Sg,i.l,j - 2Sg,i,j + Sg,i+l,j) (_g )2 4Sinh2(OtgpgAX/2)
(6.36)

+ (Sg,i,j.1 - 2Sg,i,j + Sg,i,j+l)I 1 1 - l_g + Sg,i,jL((_gAy)2 4Sinh2(t:tg-,/1 - l_Ay/2).
6

The invariant finite difference approximation of the diffusion equation, for the two-dimensional

quadratic curve fi, of the source, is
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YR,gP 2 {*g,i-l,j- 2*g,i,j + *g,i+l,j] + ZR,g(1-p2)[*g,i,j-i- 2t_g,i,j + I_g,i,j+ll

4Sinh2(agpgAx/2) 4Sinh2(ag_l - _Ay/2)

[ p2- _R,g_g,i,j +(Sg,i-l,j - 2Sg,i,j + Sg,i+l,j) ! 2
[_(OtgAX) 4Sinh2(CtgpgAx/2)_

(6.37)

+ (Sg,i,j-i - 2Sg,i,j + Sg,i,j+:)[ 1 1-p2(O_gAy)2 4Sinh2(Ctg4_l - _Ay/2)

+Sg,i,j =0 for l<g<G.

Now that we have the in-region finite difference equations for the two cases, we will go on to

derive the interface equations required to link together several regions.

6.2.2 The Invariant Finite Difference Equations for Interfaces

Interface equations are required in order to handle problems in which there are changes in the

material properties or changes in the mesh spacing, both of which will be dealt with in the same

manner. There are essentially three types of interfaces for which we need to derive the invariant

finite difference equations. The three types of interfaces are: 1) a cross type, which consists of the

intersection of four material regions, 2) a vertical type in which two material regions meet such that

the interface is parallel to the y-axis, and 3) the horizontal interface, that consists of two material

regions which meet such that the interface is parallel to the x-axis. All other types of interfaces can

be modeled with some variation of these three types.

We begin the derivation of the interface conditions with the cross type, since the other two

types of interfaces are simply special cases of this interface. Since the invariant difference

equations have the same form for all energy groups, we will omit the energy group subscript, g, in

the ensuing discussion. Figure 6.4 shows a schematic representation of the cross type interface.

The derivation of the interface equations will follow in a manner similar to that employed in
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Chapter 5. We now need to determine the discrete form of the interface conditions, (6.5) and

(6,6). The discrete forms of the interface conditions will then be used to couple together the four

invariant difference equations, which have the form of equation (6.29).

Region b Region a

i,j+l

all A
v

i-l,j i,j i+l,j

Region c Region d

i,j-I

Figure 6.4 A Schematic of the Cross Type of Interface

The invariant discrete forms of the interface conditions are determined using the same

procedure as used in Section 5.3. As a specific example, we will examine the construction of the

discrete form of the net current across a vertical interface as given by

-D'g_bg,x(X[,,y) + + += -Dg_g,x(Xb,Y) . (6.38)

The solution, _(x,y), can be written in terms of the homogeneous and particular solutions as

¢_(x,y)= #H(x,y) + #p(x,y), (6.39)

and the neutron current,-D#(x,y), can be rewritten as

3_b(x,y) 3#H(x,y) 3_p(x,y)
_9-------_= c)x + 3x ' (6.40)
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We now approximate the neutron current as

[_--'_J= Ti((_i+l,j- qh-l.j) + QX, (6.4 l)C_X ='

where Ti is determined, such that

D0(_ (x'y) _-YJ= Ti(_H,i+l,j - _H,i-l,j) (6.42)

is invariant under the action of the group extended to grid points, and QX is determined using

QX = DO(_ x'y) __-=xY_j- Ti((_p,i+l,j - (_p,i-l,j) • (6.43)

Operating on equation (6.42) with the second extension of the group generator extended to grid

points, as given by (6.22)° and determining Ti, assuming uniform mesh spacing, we find that the

invariant difference approximation of the neutron current is

D/)_)(x,Y) _=yj_ Dpa(th+ld - ¢i-l,j) + QX (6.44)
_)X = 2Sinh(paAx) '

where QX will be determined later. In a manner identical to that outlined above, we find that the

neutron current in the y-direction is

D8_(x'y) lY--'YJ= Da_/1 - p2(_i,j+ 1 - Oi,j-1)+ Qy, (6.45)
_-_ ,t=xi 2Sinh(otAya/1-p 2)

where QY will again be determined later.

Now that we have the discrete form of the neutron current, we can write the current boundary

conditions. The net current boundary conditions are: from region b to region a

it
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DaPatXa(Oa,i+l,j- {_a,i-l,j)+ QXa = DbPbO_b(_b,i+l,j- Ob,i-l,j)+ QXb, (6.46)
2S inh(patXaAXa) 2S inh(pbtxbAxb)

from region c to region d

DcPctXc(Oc,i+l,j- _c,i-l,j) + QXc = DdPdtXd(_d,i+l,j" _d,i-l,j) + QXd , (6.47)
2Sinh(pc_AXc) 2S inh(pd_Z_)

from region c to region b

Dcl'_-pc20tc({_c,i,j+!" _}c,i,j-1) Db_/1-p20_b({_b,i.j+l"{_b,i.j-1)+ QYc = + QYb, (6.48)
2Sinh(_/1 - p_AXc) 2Sinh(_/1 - p_0tbAXb)

and fi'om region d to region a

Dal'__-pa20tc(_}a,i,j+l- _)a,i,j-l)+ QYa=Djl-p20td({_d,!d+l- _}d,i,j:l)+QYd, (6.49)
2Sinh(_/1-pa20taAXa) 2Sinh(_/1-p_0klAXd)

where the subscripts a, b, c, and d refer to the four regions respectively. We also have four

invariant finite difference equations for the four regions as given by

- XR,r(1-pr2)[_r.i,j-I- 2_)r,i,j+ _r,i,j+l]ZR,rPr2 [t_r,i-l,j 2_r.i.j + _r,i+l,j] +
4Sinh2(_prAxr/2) 4Sinh2(_a/1- p2Ayd2)

(6.50)
- ER,rt_r,i,j+ Qr,i,j = 0 ,

where the subscripts r indicate which region, either a, b, c, or d. Additionally, we have the flux

interface condition

_a,id = _b,i,j -- {_c,id"-t_d,iO• (6.51)

The object now is to eliminate the eight fluxes, t_a,i_l,j, {_a,i,j-l, _b,i+l,j, {_b,i,j-l, {_c,i+l,j,

{_c,i,j+l,{_d,i-l,j, and {_d,i,j+l, using the four invariant difference equations, (6.50), and the four

invariant net current interface equations; then apply the flux interface conditions (6.51). The
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algebra involved in this process is very involved, and, therefore, will not be presented. Knowing

that we have an orthogonal grid, we can make use of the fact that Axc = Axb, Axa = AXd,Ayb =

Aya, and Ayc = Ayd. The invariant finite difference equation for the cross type of interface is

I pdDdOtd + paDatXa [ PbDbtXb pcDc0_c".Sinh(pd_AXd) Sinh(patxaAXd)._bi+l,j- Sinh(pt, txbAxc) + Sinh(pctxcAxc) ¢i-l,j

paOaOaSinh2 Pa a'2'/(Sinh2 pb b Xc'2 )P .....

Sinh(patXaAXd)/1+ -- + 1 +p2 ] Sinh(pbt_bAxc) p2
+ (_i,j

Sinh2(pco_cAxc/2)) pdDd0_t (Sinh2(pc#dAXd/2))
.........pcDctxc [1 + + 1 +

_+ Sinh(pc_AXc)l, pc2 Sinh_Axd)l_ p_

(6.52)

[ qcDcac _ qdDdtXd q [ qbDbtXb qaDa(Xa
+ tiin_yc)[-tqdud,, j _i,j-1 - [Sinh(-_---b_bAya)+ Sinh(qaO_aAYa)_i,j+l"CSinh(q_yc)

qaDa_ ,l Sinh2(qaaaAya/2))q] qbDbab_ [ Sinh2(qbabAya/2)/q_JSinh(qa0taAya)/1 + . + Sinh(ObabAya)k I +

+ ¢i,j

..... qcDcac [1 + Sinh2(qc_Ayc/2)-/+ .. qdDd0td.] [[1 + Sinh2(qd°_dAyc/2))_+ Sinh(qcctcAyc)_ q2 ] _inh(.tat:tdAyc)_ q2

=Q,

where qr = _ 1 - p2 and Q is given by

Q = Qa,i,j Tanh(paaaAXd/2) + Qb,i,j Tanh(pbO_bAXc/2)
tXaPa tXbPb

+ Qc,i,j Tanh(pcctcAxc/2)+ Qd,i,jTanh(pdtXdAxd2) (6.53)
_XcPc tXdPd

QXa + QXd- QXb- QXc + QYb + QYa- QYc- QYd,

One interesting result of this operation, is that there is a condition on Axr, Ayr, and Pr that must

be satisfied in order to determine an invariant difference equation for the cross-type of interface.

This condition is
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Pr Tanh[_/1 - p2 czrAyr/2] __ 1, (6.54)
_/1- pr2 Tanh[pr_AXr/2]

which must be satisfied for each of the four regions. Thus if AXr,and Ayr are specified, equation

(6.52) must be used to determine an acceptable value of Pr. If Axr = Ayr, an obvious acceptable

value of Pr is 1/q-_. However, in general AXr is not equal to Ayr; it would therefore be of use to [

know if there are other acceptable values of Ax and Ay that permit 0 < Pr < 1. Since equation

(6.54) is a transcendental equation, Pr can not be directly solved for; therefore, one can use a

method such as Newton's method to determine Pr. If we define f = Ayr/Axr, we can rewrite

equation (6.54) as

Pr Tanh[41- p2 f_AXr/2] = 1. (6.55)
,v/-__ p_ Tanh[prOq.Axr/2]

Using Newton's method, equation (6.55) was used to determine acceptable values of Pr for a

range of values of both f and OtrAXr, the results of which are shown in figure 6.5. As can be seen

from Figure 6.5, there are two extremes: if _rAxr is greater than 0.5, then there are a wide variety

of values that OtrAyrcan acquire and there will still be a valid Pr; however, as _Axr becomes small,

then OtrAyrmust take on the value of _AXr for Pr to be valid.

We now turn our attention to determining the particular solutions and the corresponding

invariant source terms for both the constant and quadratic source approximations. For the constant

source approximation, we again assume that the source is constant in the neighborhood of xi,Yj;

therefore, the constant source approximation is

S ° °Sr(x,y) = r,l,j, (6.56)
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for a given region, where r equals a, b, c, or d. The particular solution of equation (6.1) for each

region is readily founci to be

Op,r(X,y) = 1 Sr,i,j • (6.57)
_R,r

0.75

0.50

P 0.25

1.050 3.0

1.025 2.5
2.0

1.000 1.5
The Ratio f Alfa * z_

0.975 1.0
0.5

0.950 0.0

Figure 6.5 The Parameter Pr as a Function of arAXrand the Ratio f

Operating upon the particular solution, (6.57), with the invariant difference operator, (6.28) as

modified to

A

_r = ER'rPr2 [_ i+l,0 2E 0,0 + _ i+l,0]
4Sinh2(_prZLx/2)

Eg,r(1-pr2)[E0,j-,. 2F20,0+ _ 0j+,] (6.58)
+ - Y"R,rE 0,0,

4Sinh2(Otr_/ 1- p2Ay/2)
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we find that the invariant source terms, Qr,i,j,are

Qr,i,j = Sr,i,j . (6.59)

All that remains to be determined is the invariant source terms for the neutron currents, QXr and

QYr. Using the particular solution, (6.57), QXr and QYr are determined, using (6.43) and its y-

direction counterpart, to both be zero for all four regions. TheLefore, the invariant source term, Q,

as given in equation (5.53) has the explicit form

Q = Sa,i,j Tanh(pa%AXd/2) + Sb,i,jTanh(pbCtbAxc/2)

CtaPa OCbPb (6.60)
Tanh(pe0_cAxc/2) Tanh(pdcqAxj2)

+ Sc,i,j + Sd,i,j .
acPc (x<iPd

We now turn our attention to the case where we use a quadratic curve fit to approximate the

source distribution. The curve fit has in general the form

Sr(x,y) = Ar(x - Xi)2 + Br(y - yj)2 + Cr(x - xi) + Er(y - yj) + Sr,ij, (6.61)

for each region. The coefficients of (6.61) are given by: region a

ma = Sa,i,j - 2Sa,i+l,j + Sa,i+2,j Ba = Sa,i,j - 2Sa,i,j+l + Sa,i,j+2
2Aye,

(6.61a)

Ca = - 3Sa,i,j + 4Sa,i+l,j - Sa,i+2,j Ea = - 3Sa,i,j + 4Sa,i,j+l - Sa,i,j+2 ,
2Axd 2Ayb

region b

Ab = sb'i'j- 2Sb,i-l,j+ Sb,i-2,jBb = sb'i'j- 2Sb,i,j+1+ Sb,i,j+2

2ax 2Ay
(6.61b)

- 3Sb,i,j + 4Sb,i,j+l - Sb,i,j+2
Cb = 3Sb,i,j - 4Sb,i.l,j + Sb,i-2,j Eb =

2AXc 2Ayb
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region c

Ac ._ Sc,i,j - 2Sc,i..1,j + Sc,i-2,j Bb _ Sc,i,j - 2Sc,i,j-I + Sc,i,j-2
2Ax_ 2Ay2

(6.61c)

Cc - 3Sc'i'J " 4Sc,i-l,j + Sc,i-2,j Eb 3Sc,i,j - 4Sc,i,j-1 + Sc,i,j-2-',- ,

2Axe 2Ayc

and finally region d

Ad = Sd,i,j - 2Sd,i-l,j + Sd,i-2,j Bd = Sd,i,j - 2Sd,i,j-I + Sd,i,j-2
2Ax_ 2Ay2

(6.61d)

Cd = - 3Sd'i'J + 4Scd'i'l'J - Sd,i-E,j Ed = 3Sd'i'J - 4Sd'i'j"l + Sd'i'j'2 •
2Axd 2Ayc

The invariant source terms, Qr,i,j, were then determined to be

2AxrAf 1 p2 ]
Qr,i,j = Sr,ij + .L(O_rAXr)2 4Sinh2(prctrAxr/2) j

(6.62)

+ 2AyrBr 1 q2
_(CtrAyr)2 4Sinh2(qro_rAyr/2) '

where qr = _/1 -pr2. The invariant source terms due to the net current, QXr and QYr, were

determined tc "--

= C--r-r[1 - prOq-ZMXr]QXr a2 Si_Axr] (6.63)

and

qr0trAyr ]QYr = _2r21- Sinh(qrtXrAyr] " (6.64)

The invariant source term for the cross type of interface using quadratic curve fits of the source is

given by equations (6.53), (6.62), (6.63), and (6.64) using the coefficients (6.61a-d).
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We now examine the other two types of interfaces, the vertical and the horizontal types. Both

ty?es of interfaces can be derived by setting the appropriate data in equation (6.52) and (6.53)

equal to ea,.h other. To illustrate this process, we consider the horizontal interface as shown in

figure 6.6.

Region a i,j+l

i-l,j i,j i+l,j

Region c

i,j-1

Figure 6.6 A Schematic of the Horizontal Type of Interface

The invariant finite difference equation for the horizontal interface is determined by setting all

material properties in regions a and b equal to each other, and the material properties in regions c

and d equal to each other. This yields the invariant difference equation as

( paDaO_a pcDcot¢ _ / paDaOh pcDcot_ _Sinh(paaaAx) + i+l,j" + " i-l,j- Sinh(pcoq:Ax) _Sin_Ax) Sinh(pco_Ax)

[ 2paDaO_a ( Sinh(paO_aAX/2)./ 2pcDctxc ( Sinh(pcoccAx/2)/],_..+ Sinh(paCtaAX) 1 + + 1 +pa2 ] Sinh(pco_cAx) p2 ]]w,j

(6.65)

( ( Sinh(qe_Ayc/2)/]_'" '
2qaDat:ta Sinh(qat:taAYa/2)/ 2qcDct_tc 1 +

+ Sinh(qaOCaAya)1 + _2a2 ]+ Sinh(qctxcAyc) q2 ]jv_,j

2qaDa0ta 2qcDcot_ .
" Sinh(qa0_aAya)el,j+1 - Sinh(qcOt ,,yc)_i,j-l,, = Q,

where the invariant source Q is given by
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Q = 2Tanh(paohAx/2) Qa,i,j + 2Tanh(pco_cAx/2) Qc,id+ 2QYa - 2QYc, (6.66)
paCta pcO_c

or making use of equation (6.54)

Q = 2Tanh(qa0hAya/2) Qa,i,j + 2Tanh(qct_Ayc/2) Qc,i,j+ 2QYa-- 2QYc. (6.67)
qaCta qc_c

Using the constant source approximation, Sr(x,y) = Sr,i,j, we find that the particular solution of

equation (6.1) is Op,r(X,y)= Sr,i,jPZR,r,and that the invariant source term, Q, is given by

Q 2Tanh(qactaAya/2) 2Tanh(qcot_Ayc/2)= Sa,i, j + Sc,i,j . (6.68)
qaO_a qe0_c

Using a quadratic curve fit of the source distribution, as given by equation (6.61), where the

coefficients are

Aa = Sa,i-l,j - 2Sa,id + Sa,i+l,j Ba = Sa'i'j - 2Sa,i,j+l + Sa,i,j+2
2Ax2 2Aya2

(6.69a)

Ca = Sa,i+l,j - Sa,i-l,j Ea = " 3Sa'i'J + 4Sa,i,j+l - Sa,i,j+2
2Ax 2Aya

and

Aa = Sa'i'l'J " 2Sa,i,j + Sa,i+l,j Ba = Sa,i,j - 2Sa,id+l + Sa,i,j+2
2Ax2 2Ay2b

(6.69b)

Ca- Sa'i+l'J - Sc'i'l'J Ea 3Sa,i,j + 4Sa,id+l - Sa,i,j+2
2Ax 2Ayb

we find that the invariant source term, Q, is
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Q = Sa,i,j + Sc,i,j + 2ZLx2A_- .....1 2 4SinhZ(pa0taZLX/2)L(a ax)

_
+ 2Ay2B_ 1 q] + 2Ax2A__ 1 _ 4Sinh2(_c-cotcAx/2)]__(aaAya)2 4Sinh2(qaCtaAya/2)_ L(ctcAx) 2

(6.70)

+ 2Ay?Ba 1 q] 1
.(aaAya) 2 4Sinh2(qaaaAya/2)J

E.[ q#aaYa qc0 Ayc ]
+ 2----_a2[1 - Sinh(qaaaAya)J 0_2[ Sinh(qco_cAyc) "]

In a very similar manner the invariant difference equations for the vertical interface, shown in

figure 6.7, may be derived. Since the processes of deriving such equations has already been

illustrated, we will only present the results of the derivation. The invariant difference equation for

a vertical interface was determined to be

2paDa0ta 2pbDb0tb ¢i-1,j
" Sinh(patXaAXa)(_i+l,j "Sinh(pb0tbAXb)

I Sinh2(pactaAxa/2)/ 2pbDbt_b Sinh2(pb0tbAXb/2)/1
2paDa_a 1 + _ + 1 + _i,j

+ Sinh(paotaAxa) p2 ] Sinh(pb_bAXb) _b ]J

(6.71)

I ) Sinh2(qbt_bAy/2))]
2qaDaOta SinhE(qa_aAy/2) + 2qbDb0_b 1 + t_i,j

+ Sinh(qatXaAy) 1 + q2 Sinh(q#xbAy) q2

( 2qaDaOta 2qbDbt_b ./ ( 2qaDa_a 2qbDbOtb /
+ Si_y)/_i,j+l- _Si_y) + Si_y) l¢i'j'l,,,,_,w,_o,--, = Q'-- _Si_y)

where the invariant source term, Q, was found as

Q = 2Tanh(paotaAx/2) Qa,i,j + 2Tanh(pbO_bAx/2) Qb,i,i+ 2QXa - 2QXb. (6.72)
PaPa Pb{Xb
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Region b i,j+ 1

• _.. •
i-l,j l,j i+l,j

i,j- 1 Region a

Figure 6.7 Schematic of the Vertical Interface

For the constant source approximation of the source distribution, Sr(x,y) = Sr,id, the invariant

source term was found to be

Q = 2Tanh(patxaAx/2) Sa,i,j + 2Tanh(pbottgLx/2) Sb,i,j • (6.73)PaPa pbOtb

Finally, for the quadratic curve fit of the source distribution, equation (6.61), where the

coefficients are

Aa = Sa'i'j " 2Sa,i+l,j + Sa,i+21j Ba -- Sa'i'j'l " 2Sa,i,j + Sa,i,j+l
2Axa2 2Ay2

(6.74a)

Ca = " 3Sa'i'J + 4Sa'i+l'J - Sa'i+2'J E a = Sa,i,j+l - Sa,i,j-1
2Axs 2Ay

and

Ab = Sb'i'j " 2Sb,i-l,j + Sb,i-2,j Bb = Sb'i'jl " 2Sb'i'J + Sb'i'j+l

2Ax2 2Ay2
(6.74b)

3Sb,i,j - 4Sb i-l,j + Sb i-2,j Eb = Sb,i,j+l - Sb,i,j-ICb - ' '
2Axb 2Ay

the invariant source term, Q, was determined as
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Q = Sa,i,j + Sb,i,j + 2_'2A 1 2
[_(OtaAxa) 4S inh2(pa0CaZS_Xa/2)_

J
_ Pb2 ]

+ 2&x2A._ !
__(O_bAXb)2 4Sinh2(p--b-otbAXb/2)

(6.75)

+ 2Ay2Ba 1 q] + 2Ay2Ba[I----L-: - qa2 1
(0CaAy)2 4Sinh2(qaaaAy/2). [_(OtaAy)z 4Sinh2(qa_aAy/2)]

+ 2C_1 - paO_aAxa 1 2C---_1 - pbO_bZ_Xb

Oc][ Sin_a)J - ot2[ Sinh(pbOtbZ_Xb)'

This is by no means the only way to derive the horizontal and vertical type interface equations.

One could equally start with two in-region invariant difference equations and the discrete forms of

the interface equations, then proceed to eliminate the two urd_aown fluxes from the equations, in a

manner akin to that employed in Chapter 5, to obtain the same results as presented here.

These results for three types of interfaces, cross, vertical and horizontal, are valid for each

energy group, 1 < g < G. In Section 6.5, numerical results will be presented that utilize these

invariant difference equations. Two cases will be presented; Case 1 will consist of the invariant

difference equations in which the constant source approximation was used. Case 2 consists of the

invariant difference equations in which a two-dimensional quadratic curve fit was used to model

the source distribution. Before we go onto the discussion of the solution process and the

presentation of the numerical results, we will discuss the local truncation error of the invariant

finite difference equations; additionally we will demonstrate that the standard cell edged finite

difference equations can be recovered from the invariant finite difference equations.
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6.3 The Local Truncation Error and Consisten:y of the Invariant Finite Difference
Equations

Here we will discuss the local truncation error of the Lie group invariant finite difference

equations. We will also show that the invariant finite difference approximations of the two

dimensional neutron diffusion equation are consistent with the original differential equations.

Along the way we will show that a standard finite difference approximation of the neutron

diffusion equation, namely the cell edged finite difference equations, can be recovered from the

invariant finite difference equations.

We begin by considering the in-region invariant finite difference equation as given by

_R,gPt [l_g,i-l,j" 2t_g,i,j + (_g,i+l,j] + _R,g(l'P_)[_g.i,j-1- 2_g,i,j + _g,i,j+l]

4Sinh2(otgpgAx/2) 4Sinh2(otg,,,/ 1 - _Ay/2)
(6.76)

- YR,gl_g,i,j + Sg,i,j = 0.

We will first demonstrate that the standard finite difference approximation of the neutron

diffusion equation can be recovered from the invariant finite difference equations. Expanding the

hyperbolic-sines in a series expansion as

4Sinh2(_/2) _i2 54 + _i6 +... (6.77)
= + 12 360 '

and truncating the series in terms _i4 and greater, equation (6.76) becomes

ER,gP_[_g,i-l.j- 2_g,i,j + _g.i+l,j] + 5"R,g(1-p2)[_g.i,j-1- 2_g.i.j + Cg,i.j+l]
4(_gpgAx/2) 2 4(Ctg_ 1- l_gAy/2)2

(6.78)

- YR,g_g,i,j + Sg,i,j = 0.

Upon canceling like terms and using o_ = _R,g/Dg, we obtain
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which is the standard finite difference approximation of the neutron diffusion equation. The local

truncation error for equation (6.76) is determined by expanding terms in (6.76) about the point

xi,Yj as both Ax and Ay become small. This yields upon the elimination of the original differential

equation (6.1)

_----_D34_g(X'Y) - _2_)(x'Y)l

(6,80)

_9,.. i_2_(x,y)]
AY-_n O4_g(x'Y) - _/1 l_R,g _ x x,+ O(Ax3'Ay3)'

+ 12L'-'g _y4 " _}y ]y=y,

As can be seen from equation (6.80), the local truncation error is second order in both Ax and Ay.

One can also see that as both Ax and Ay go to zero, the local truncation error goes to zero; hence

the invariant finite difference equation is consistent with the original differential equation.

We now turn our attention to the interface equations. We consider the cross type of interface

first as given by equation (6.52). The invariant source term for the constant source distribution

approximation is

Tanh(paCqAXd/2) Tanh(pb_2)
Q = Sa,i,j + Sb,i,j

_aPa (XbPb (6.81)

+ Sc.i.jTanh(pc_,S:,c/2)+ Sd,i.jTanh(pd_),
cX_pc OklPd

which may be rewritten as
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Q = Sa'i'J _lTanh(pa°taAXd/2)2--_aPa+ Tanh(qaO_aAyb/2)2Otaqa)

/Tanh(pbO%Axc/2) Tanh(qb(XbAyt,/2))+ Sb'i'J _ 20{bPb + 20_bqb
(6.81)

[Tanh(pcOtcZLXc/2) Tanh(qco_cAyc/2)
+ Sc'i'J _ 2OtcPc + 2(XcqcI

+ Sd,i,j _lTanh(pd°(dAxd/2)_+ q anh(qaotdAyc/2))2(Xdqd

Expanding the.hyperbolic-sines and tangents in a series and keeping only the first terms in the

series, we obtain the standard difference formulation as

.(O,,a0..,.,j( 0.,i-+ l,j

+ +_:R,g,aAXd+ +.... + + ' .... + + 84c 'I'g,i,j4 "_ 4 -_- 4

+[D"a+_'"a_Y_+ +_+ +_+ +Dg,b ZR,g,bAYbDg,c YR,g,cAycDg,d ZR,g,dAyc].
LAyb 4 _ 4 _c 4 -_c "_ "Jq)g,i,j

(6,82)

Dg,c Dg,dl /Dg,a Dg,b/
Ay e 4" -_Yc] Cg,i,j-I " 4" I" [ayb "_b/(_g'i'j+

-__S-g,a,i,_.._........_j(_ 4-Ayb)+ Sg'b'i'J(AXc"4"Ayb)4 4

4-Sg,c,i,.__..___j( _{c +Ayc ) + Sg'd'i"J( AXd +Ayc )
4 4 '

The localtruncationerrorforthecrosstypeinterfacewas determinedby expandingtheinvariant

differenceequationina seriesaboutthepointxi,YjasAx andAy l_.,comesmalltoyield
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= (2D t)20g(x,Y) O20g(X,Y) )
Ze + 2Dg b " (Ea.g,a+_a.g.b)t_g(x,Y) + Sa + Sb Ayb i' X:Xi

g.a t_y2 /)y2 Y YJ

,,,-, t)20g(X,Y) O2¢g(X,Y) )+ ZL_g.C _yy_ + 2Dg.d--_)y2 " (ER'g'c+_R'g'd)t_g(X'Y) + Sc + Sd x=X,yyjAYc

(6.83)

o D t)2_g(x,Y) _2t_g(x,Y) )+ ('-' g,a _)X2 + 2Dg,d _X2 - (_a,g,a+_R,g,d)t_g(X,Y) + Sa + Sd x=xiZ_dY=yj

/ _)2_g(X,y) O2t_g(X,y)
I

" (_a,g b+_R,g,c)t_g(X,Y) + Sc + Sb | AXc

+ _2Dg.b oX 2 - + 2Dg,c _)x2 , ]y = yJ
X_ Xi

+ O(A,x2,Ay2).

From equation (6.83), we see that as the mesh spacing goes to zero, the local truncation error also

goes to zero. Therefore, the invariant finite difference equation for the cross-type of interface is

consistent with the original differential equations.

In a similar manner, the local truncation error for the invafiant f'mitedifference equation and the

standard finite difference approximation for the horizontal type of interface were respectively

determined as

1 [.---- 32¢g(x,Y) )x_= /ZUg,a _y2 - ER,g,a_g(x,y) + Sa x=x,AYaY=YJ

'[ D t)E_g(x'Y) )+2_ 2 ''c 0y2--ER'g'c0g(x'y)+Se x=x_aycY YJ
(6.84)

+__2[ /)20g(x'y) .,... O2*g(x,Y) }_2Dg,a 0x 2 + Zl3g,c 'oX 2- "-(_R,g,a+ER,g,c)*g(x,Y) + Sa + Sc x= x_AxY Yj

+ O(Ax2,Ay 2)
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and

" + (0g,i-l,j + 0g,i+l) + + 2 + _ + -'_ %,i,j

2Dg,a 2;R,g,aAya+ 2Dg,c ER, Ayc) 2Dg,c+ _-_a + 2 _ 4" g-_ _g,i,j " Ay---__g,i,j-I (6.85)

_ 2D___ _g,i,j+l = AyaSa,g,i,j + AycSc,g,i,j .Aya

The local truncation error for the invariant finite difference equation and the cell edged standard

finite difference equation for the vertical interface were determined to be, respectively,

2-1( ,_r, a2_g(x,y) )yq:t = 2r_,.,g,aa2_g(x'Y)y+ z-t."g,bT " (_R,g,a+Y'R,g,b)Og(X,Y) + Sa 4" Sb x=x_AYa_ 2 = yj

+-2-1(2D /)2'g(x'y) " )g,a _)X2 )".R,g,a_g(X,y)+ Sa x=xiAXa (6.86)
Y YJ

+-_---(2 Dg'b_2t_g(x'y)_)x2 " YR'g'b_g(X'Y) + Sb )x = x,AXb + O(Ax2'Ay 2)
y yJ

and

2Dg,a {2Dg,a Y_a,g,aAXa 2Dg,b _a,g,bAXb
2Dg,b _g,i- 1,j - _ _g,i+l,j + + +_+ t_g,i,j

AXb AXa _-_a 2 AXb 2

ZR,g,aAy
+- ' + ) Og,i,j (6.87)

2Dg b Y_R,g,bAy

_-_+ 2 Ay 2

ID,.a /- + (_g,i,j-I 4"_g,i,j+l) = AxaSg,a,i,j + AgbSg,b,i,j •

From equations (6.84) and (6.85), we see that both the horizontal and vertical interface invariant

difference equations are consistent with the original differential equations since as Ax and Ay go to

zero, the local truncation error goes to zero. Now that the invariant finite difference equations have
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been shown to be consistent with the original differential equation, we are ready to discuss the

solution of these difference equations.

6.4 The Source Iteration Solution Method

The method used to solve the multigroup Lie group invariant finite difference equations is the

power method as outlined in Section 5.5.2. The solution method employed is identical to that used

in the one-dimensional problems with the exception that the Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI),

see references 5, 10, and 18, method was used in the inner iterations to solve for the neutron flux.

Since the direct inversion of the leakage plus removal matrix is impractical, an iterative method

is utilized to determine the neutron flux. The ADI method was chosen for this purpose. As a

specific example to show how the ADI method is used, we consider the in-region invariant finite

difference equation (6.29). Equation (6.29) can be rewritten as

ms[_g,i.l,j- 2(_g,i,j + *g,i+l,j] + Bg[*g,i,j-I- 2_g,i,j + *g,i,j+l]
(6.88)

- _R,g_g,i,j + Qg,i,j = O,

where

Ag = ZR.gP_ and Bg = _R.g(1-P_) . (6.89)
4Sinh2(cXgpgA0t/2) 4Sinh2(cxg,_/1 - _Ay/2)

We begin the solution of the neutron flux, by carrying out a sweep in the x-direction using

equation (6.86), rewritten as

,.n+V2
't2Ag + 21--ER,g + R_gj,j- Ag_ig,i+l, j = Qg,i,j

- Ag4,g,i. 1,j + xn+t/2 n+l/2

(6.90)
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where the superscript n refers to the inner iteration number and R is a real number. We then carry

out a sweep in the y-direction using

_ .n+l ( 1 D_ n+l - 'n+l- 15gt_g,i,j. 1 + 2Bg + Ea,g + -,,p,g.i,j - 15gt_g,i,j+l = Qg,i,j
(6.91)

+ [_. ,_n+'/2_gVg,i.l,j + (2Ag + _-ZR,g _ R)t_g,iXn+'/2 ^ _n+'/2,j],j- _g_g,i+ 1 •

This iterative process is carried out until some convergence criterion on the neutron flux is met.

The parameter R is chosen, such that this iterative process converges after N iterations. For further

information on the use of ADI, the interested reader is referred to references 5, 10, and 18.

6.5 Numerical Results for the Two-Dimensional Neutron Diffusion Equation

We will now present numerical results for the invariant finite difference schemes as outlined

above. Additionally, we will present results for the standard cell edged finite difference equations

as given by equations (6.79), (6.82), (6.85), and (6.87). We will also present numerical results as

obtained for the sample problem by the computer code DIF3D, reference 16, which employs a cell

centered finite difference approximation of the multigroup neutron diffusion equation.

There are two invadant finite difference schemes for which results will be presented. Case 1

consists of the invariant finite difference equations, as given by equations (6.33), (6.52), (6.60),

(6.65), (6.68), (6.71), and (6.73), in which the source distribution was approximated by a

constant source. Case 2 consists of the invariant finite difference scheme, as given by equations

(6.37), (6.52), (6.62), (6.63), (6.6_), (6.65), (6.70), (6.71), and (6.75), where quadratic curve

fits were used to approximate the source distribution.
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The two-dimensional sample problem consisted of a two-region reactor that was symmetric

about the x and y axis as shown in Figure 6.8. The core region was 50 cm by 50 cm and the

reflector region was 100 cm by 100 cm Two energy groups were used in modeling the sample

problem; the material properties were those used in the one-dimensional sample problem and are

given in Table 5.2.

100 cm ...............

Reflector Region

50 cm

Core

Region

0,0 50 cm 100 cm

Figure 6.8 Schematic of the Symmetric, Two-Region, Two-Dimensional Sample Problem

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 respectively show the group one and two neutron fluxes that were

calculated on a 1.0 cm by 1.0 cm mesh.

To compare the four methods used to calculate the sample problem, we will examine the

accuracy of the eigenvalue as a function of mesh spacing. In these calculations, uniform mestt

spacing, Ax = Ay, was used. Figure 6.11 shows the eigenvalues as a function of the mesh

spacing. Since the eigenvalue, as calculated by the computer code DIF3D, approaches the
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converged eigenvalue from below it will be more useful to compare the error in the eigenvalue.

We again def'me the error in the eigenvalue as

- _,convergerde= , (6.92)
_converged

where _,¢onvergerd is the eigenvalue to which all four computational methods converged, as the

mesh spacing went to zero.

100.0 "-

80.0 --

20.0

0.0 ' I '
0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0

X Postion, cm

Figure 6.9 Contour Plot of the Group One Neutron Flux for the Two-Dimensional Sample
Problem
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Figure 6.10 Contour Plot of the Group Two Neutron Flux for the Two-Dimensional Sample
Problem

Figure 6.12 shows the error in the eigenvalue as a function of the mesh spacing. As is

somewhat expected, the Case 1 invariant difference scheme is not as accurate as the three other

difference schemes. This is due to the fact that the source distribution was modeled by assuming

that sources at points adjacent to the point xi,Yi were equal to the source at xi,Yi. As with the one-

dimensional problem, this assumption is not very accurate, particularly at interfaces.

We now turn our attention to Figure 6.13, which shows the error in the eigenvalue as a

function of the mesh spacing for the three remaining finite difference schemes. As is expected, the
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cell edged finite difference scheme is not as accurate as the cell centered finite difference scheme.

The cell edged finite difference scheme was included merely for interest, since this scheme can be

recovered from the invariant finite difference equations. As we can see from Figure 6.13, the

computer code DIF3D calculates the eigenvalue better at larger mesh spacings, greater that 2.5 cm,

than does the Case 2 invariant difference scheme. However, neither DIF3D or the Case 2 invariant

difference scheme could accurately calculate the flux for these large mesh spacings, so the

calculations are somewhat suspect. The failure of both DIF3D and the Case 2 invariant difference

scheme to calculate accurately the neutron flux can be traced to the fact that the largest diffusion

length for the sample problem is 2.236 cm, which is smaller than the mesh spacing of 2.5 cm.

Once the mesh spacing is on the order of, or smaller than, the diffusion length, the Case 2 invariant

difference scheme calculates the eigenvalue with greater accuracy than does the computer code

DIF3D.

Thus, for a desired level in accuracy in the eigenvalue, one can use fewer mesh points when

calculating with the Case 2 invariant difference scheme, than with the cell centered standard finite

difference scheme.
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Figure 6.11 The Eigenvalue as a Function of the Mesh Spacing as Calculated by DIF3D, the
Standard Cell Edged Scheme, and the Invariant Finite Difference Cases 1 and 2

0.012
• Cell Edged Stan

• Inv. Diff. Case 1

0.010 • Inv. Diff. Case 2

o Diff 3D

0.OO8

m 0.006

•_ 0.004

0.002

0.000
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Figure 6.12 The Error in the Eigenvalue as a Function of the Mesh Spacing as Calculated by
DIF3D, the Standard Cell Edged Scheme, and the Invariant Finite Difference Cases 1 and 2
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Figure 6.13 The Error in the Eigenvalue as a Function of the Mesh Spacing for the Case 2
Invariant Difference Scheme, the Cell Edged and Cell Centered Standard Difference Schemes
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In the course of this research, we have explored the construction of Lie group invariant finite

i difference equations for the multigroup neutron diffusion equation. Additionally, numerical results

were presented which demonstrated that the invariant finite difference equations could determine

the eigenvalue with greater accuracy than standard finite difference equations for a given mesh

spacing.

We began this study by examining the invariance properties of the one- and two-dimensional

diffusion equation in Cartesian coordinates. Here, we found that for a general source distribution

both the one and two-dimensional diffusion equations admitted evolutionary vector fields, whose

coordinate functions satisfied the homogeneous diffusion equation. Next, we proceeded to use

Axford's definition of an invariant finite difference scheme to develop the extensions of the group

generators to grid point values. Using the extensions of the group generators extended to grid

point values, the invariant difference operators were constructed. The construction process

involved operating with the candidate difference operator upon the homogeneous solution,

evaluated at a grid point; this result was then made invariant with respect to the action of the group

extended to grid points. The invariant source term was determined by operating upon a particular

solution of the neutron diffusion equation evaluated at a grid point. The particular solution was

obtained by assuming some source distribution, and solving the neutron diffusion equation for the

particular solution based upon the assumed source distribution.

In Chapters 5 and 6 respectively, numerical results were presented for the one-. and two-

dimensional problems. Consider the one-dimensional problems that could be broken down into
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two classes. The first class of problems consisted of multiple regions in which the source in each

region was a constant. It was found for this particular situation that the invariant finite difference

equations produced the exact solution of the original differential equations. This fact could be

verified by either direct numerical solution of the difference equations or by substituting the

analytic solution into the invariant difference equations. It is also of interest to note that the local

truncation error for the constant source problem was determined to be zero; this result is not

surprising, since the invariant finite difference equations produced the exact result for the solution

of the differential equation.

Next we considered the one-dimensional class of problems in which the source was dependent

upon the neutron flux. For this class, it was found that the higher the order of the curve fit used to

approximate the source distribution, the better the invariant finite difference approximation

performed; however, it should be noted that in general this was not the case. An example of where

the higher order curve fits of the source distribution did not perform better can be found in the

invariant different schemes with a sixth order local truncation error. Two of the sixth order

invariant finite difference schemes did not perform as well as the invariant difference scheme with a
I

fourth order local truncation error; thus, we can conclude that the local truncation error does not

play as large a role in determining the accuracy of an invariant difference scheme as does the type

of curve fit used to approximate the source distribution. The importance of the way in which the

source distribution modeling determines the accuracy of the invariant finite difference scheme was

demonstrated in particular for the invariant finite difference scheme where the source distribution

was assumed to be a constant in the neighborhood of given point; for this difference scheme, the

local truncation error was determined to be second order. However, this difference scheme could
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not calculate the eigenvalue as well as the standard cell centered finite difference scheme, which

also has a second order local truncation error.

In Chapter 6, results were presented for a two-dimensional sample problem. These results

were similar in nature to those of the one-dimensional problem presented in Chapter 5. As with the

one-dimensional problems, we found that the higher the order of the curve fit of the source

distribution, the better the invariant finite difference scheme was able to determine the eigenvalue.

The invariant finite difference scheme, in which the source distribution was approximated as a

constant in the neighborhood of a given point, could not calculate the eigenvalue as well as the cell

centered standard difference scheme, even though both schemes had a local truncation error that

was second order in Ax and Ay. However, when a second order curve fit of the source

distribution was used to approximate the source, the invariant finite difference scheme more

accurately calculated the eigenvalue than the cell centered standard difference scheme for a given

mesh spacing. Therefore, by building the invariance properties of the original differential equation

into the finite difference scheme and using an appropriate approximation of the source distribution,

the invariant finite difference schemes calculated the eigenvalue with greater accuracy than the cell

centered standard difference scheme.

During this research, we have demonstrated that the accuracy of a difference scheme can be

improved by incorporating the invariance properties of the original differential equation into the

finite difference equations. Since the purpose of this research was to demonstrate an improvement

in accuracy, the scope of our investigation was somewhat limited; thus leaving many areas

unexplored.
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One particular area which needs exploration is that of problem geometry. In this study, we

limited ourselves to one- and two-dimensional Cartesian geometry; this leaves cylindrical, spherical

and three-dimensional geometries to be explored. The one-dimensiomd spherical geometry should

be a fairly straight forward problem, since there is a well known transformation, ¢(r) = rqJ(r),

which converts the spherical problem into a slab type problem. Therefore, many of the one-

dimensional results that have been presented should apply to the spherical problem, though the

effects of this transfo_:mation upon the choice of curve fits should be explored. For the one-

dimensional cylindrical problem, the solution of the homogeneous diffusion equation will be

expressed in terms of Bessel's functions; therefore, the form taken by the invariant difference

equations is complicated.

For the two-dimensional problems, the question as to what form the invariant difference

equations will take is again of concern, since the solutions of the homogeneous diffusion equations

would involve complicated expressions involving Bessers and trigonometric functions as well as

Legendre polynomials. Another question that needs to be explored is what are the conditions

which need to be satisfied for the interface equations to be derived. We recall that, in the two-

dimensional Cartesian problem, the eigenvalue for the solution of the homogeneous diffusion

equation was found to have a range of acceptable values.

Another area which requires further investigation is that of the curve fits used to model the

source distribution. For the one-dimensional problems, we found, for a given mesh spacing, that

as the order of the curve fit increased the eigenvalue could be determined with greater accuracy; it

would therefore be of interest to determine if this trend were to continue for the two-dimensional

problems. In this study, we limited ourselves to some rather simple polynomial curve fits of the
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source distribution. However, other types of curve fits are certainly possible; in fact, there may be

an optimal type of curve fit of the source distribution. One can imagine several types of curve fits

which could utilize hyperbolic, trigonometric or some other type of function as their bases.

Finally, there is one other area for further research. This study dealt mainly with showing that

the accuracy of the finite difference equations could be improved by incorporating the invariance

properties of the original differential equations into the difference equations; hence, no attempt was

made at either optimizing or accelerating the numerical solution process. As a result, there were no

performance measurements, such as the amount of computer time required to run a problem.

Acceleration techniques such as source extrapolation or coarse mesh rebalancing could be

explored. In addition, since all of the coefficients in the invariant difference equations can be

calculated before the source iteration calculation begins, one could also examine the effects of

vectorization upon the time required to calculate the problem.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated for the neutron diffusion equation that the accuracy of the

finite difference approximation can be improved by incorporating the invariance properties into the

finite difference equations. Though there is much work remaining to be done on this subject,

many of the results presented have direct application to the nuclear power industry, since current

nuclear power reactors can be modeled using a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.

While the neutron diffusion equation is a specific example of an elliptic differential equation, many

of these results should carry over to other elliptic differential equations.
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